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ABSTRACf 

This study was designed to examine the factors which 

influenced the decision to participate in a formal continuing 

professional education (CPE) program. The research questions 

focused primarily on three aspects. The first was the professionals' 

belief system toward participation. The second was to test 

alternative behavioral intention models and the third centered on 

identifying priorities among factors affecting the professionals' 

decision to participate in the CPE program. 

Data were collected by mailed questionnaire from 323 

veterinary professionals in the Province of Alberta. Intention to 

participate in a CPE program was obtained prospectively. 

Factor analysis demonstrated that the professionals' cognitive 

beliefs toward the CPE program were multidimensional while their 

affect attitude was determined by one factor. Three underlying 

factors of cognitive belief about participation were identified as 

program relevance, program benefit, and program accessibility. 

Multiple regression analysis indicated behavioral intention 

theory had high predictive utility. The Triandis model proved to 

have greater predictive utility than the Fishbein model, accounting 

for over 56.6% of the variance for the intention to participate in the 

CPE program within the next two years as compared to 44.8% for the 

Fishbein model. The study strongly supports the hypothesis that 

variables external to the behavioral intention model influence 

behavioral intention and behavior indirectly. Discriminant analysis 
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revealed that 86.1% of the respondents were classified appropriately 

as participants and non-participants by the variables In the model. 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was utilized to determine the 

priorities of factors influencing the professionals' decision to 

participate in the CPE program. A comparison between the 

behavioral intention model and the AHP model supported the 

validity of priorities obtained in the AHP model and indicated a 

potential utility of the AHP model In understanding factors 

influencing the professionals' participation in a formal CPE program. 

Implications for theory, practice, and research in the field of 

adult and continuing education are presented to conclude the study. 
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CHAPfERONE 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

Professionals are central to the functioning of today's society 

(Cervero, 1988). Because knowledge and skill requirements for 

competence are changing frequently, there can be little argument 

about the importance of maintaining professional competence and 

expertise. Houle writes: "[t]he ultimate aim of every advanced, 

subtle, and mature form of continuing education is to convey a 

complex attitude made up of a readiness to use the best ideas and 

techniques of the moment but also to expect that they will be 

modified or replaced" (1980). Accordingly, continuing educators 

have made systematic efforts to investigate professionals' learning 

activities, motivations to participate in learning, and the 

requirements for effective learning methods. While theoretical 

frameworks of professional learning activity have been explored 

(Cervero & Dimmock, 1987; Houle, 1980; Kovalik, 1986), substantial 

efforts have been made to develop conceptual models that would 

explain or predict professionals' participation tn educational 

activities. Consequently, participation research is one of the most 

studied areas in the field of adult and continuing education. 

Earlier approaches in participation research have focused upon 

learners' motivations. Since the publication of Houle's "The Inquiring 

Mind" (1961), many authors have tested his tripartite typology to 
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determine the underlying structure of reasons adults give for their 

continuing education participation (CEP). The traditional theoretical 

approaches to participation in adult education have strongly 

emphasized identifying learner "types", motives, or "motivational 

orientations" (Boshier, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1976; Burgess, 1971; 

Morstain & Smart, 1974 ). However, Pryor (1990) concluded that 

"Houle's typology could neither be accepted nor rejected on the basis 

of these findings" (p. 146). 

More recent approaches to the study of participation have 

focussed on barriers or deterrents, exploring the underlying 

structure of the many reasons adults do not participate in learning. 

Scalan and Darkenwald (1984) and Darkenwald and Valentine (1985) 

used factor analysis to explore perceived barriers to participation. 

Both studies found conceptually meaningful deterrent factors and 

argued that deterring, as well as motivating factors, should be 

included in research on adult education participation. Blais, Duqutie, 

and Painchaud ( 1989) used the same methodology to study the 

structure of deterrence among work-related educational activities for 

women in a traditionally female profession. Five clusters of reasons 

for nonparticipation in continuing nursing education were identified. 

It was recommended that the relationships among background 

characteristics and kinds of deterrents should be investigated 

further. 

Explanatory models of participation with combinations of 

motivations and barriers have also been proposed by Rubenson 

(1979), Cross (1986), and Cookson (1986). These comprehensive, 

multivariate theoretical frameworks integrate theory and research 
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on adult eduction participation (AEP) and enhance understanding of 

participation as an adult education phenomenon. The assumption is 

·that human behavior, to some extent, is predictable, and can be 

determined by identifiable and measurable aspects of both the 

person and environment. However, all these models lack the utility 

of accurately predicting participation in adult and continuing 

education. 

Researchers have explored predictive models from the 

perspective of social psychological theory. The most widely 

recognized of these is Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975) behavioral 

intention model. Grotelueschen and Caully ( 1977) proposed the 

application of behavioral intention theory for research on 

participation in continuing professional education (CPE). Ray (1981) 

tested the utility of predicting and explaining participation in 

studying the motivations of recreation professionals. This study 

found that previous participation in CPE explained 37% of the 

variance in intention to participate, while the theoretical model 

explained only 10% of the variance. In his doctoral degree research, 

Waldon ( 1984) failed to develop an adequate measure of subjective 

norm. It was found that the proportion of variance in intention to 

participate explained by the theory was 23% for the intention to 

participate in CPE within the following year and 17% for the intention 

to participate within the following three years. Although these 

studies did not provide an adequate test of the theory's utility, 

Pryor's ( 1990) research, using the same model, reported that the 

model accounted for over 41% of the variance in intention to 

participate in CPE. In conclusion, these studies to varying degrees of 
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success have demonstrated the general utility of Fishbein's intention 

model. 

The purpose of this study is to first present a rationale for an 

enhanced version of Fishbein's model to analyze the underlying 

structure of participation in CPE and to establish a framework for 

predicting participation. The second purpose of the study is to test 

the utility of the framework. The rationale for this study is based on 

social psychological theories of attitude and behavior, and will apply 

a model incorporating a hierarchical analysis theory developed by 

Saaty (1980). The analytical hierarchy process (AHP) will be used to 

identify different levels of factors which influence the decision to 

participate and to provide information on the relative importance of 

the factors. 

Problem Statement 

As a relatively young field of study, adult and continuing 

education has been hampered by a lack of testable theory. Pryor 

states that "[m]uch participation research is descriptive, relying 

heavily on the analysis of demographic variables" (1990, p. 146). 

After Houle's proposition of "motivational orientations" associated 

with AEP, many studies have been conducted to test the underlying 

structure of reasons why adults chose to participate in educational 

activities. Motivational orientation factors have failed to be good 

predictors of participation behavior (Boshier, 1976; Boshier & Collins, 

1985; Ordos, 1980; Scalan & Darkenwald, 1984 ). 
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Since Fishbein's behavioral intention theory was first proposed 

for research on participation in CPE by Groteluschen and Caulley in 

·1977, several studies (Pryor, 1990; Ray, 1981, Southern, 1980; 

Waldon, 1984) have been conducted to test the theory's ability to 

predict and explain CPE participation. A review of the literature 

reveals that there were several weaknesses associated with these 

studies which frustrate accurate prediction. 

One of the apparent weaknesses in all these studies is that they 

are based solely on Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975) reasoned action 

model. In the relatively long history of social psychology, the 

relationship between attitude and behavior has been one of the most 

fundamental research topics. As a result, several different 

theoretical propositions have been advanced. Behavioral intention 

theory treats intention as a mediator variable between attitude and 

behavior. In regards to behavioral intention theorists, Fishbein and 

Ajzen (1975) assume that cognition indirectly affects a person's 

intention, while Triandis ( 1977) posits that both affect and cognition 

are parallel forces which directly influence intention, and that 

intention combined with previous experience are the causes of the 

behavior. Even though there has been considerable empirical 

inquiry based on Fishbein's model, no studies have been conducted 

which compare different models of behavioral intention in the field 

of adult and continuing education. 

Secondly, one of the shortcomings of the completed studies 

concerns the treatment and measurement of attitude. Fishbein and 

Ajzen (1975) proposed that a person's attitude was determined by a 

set of evaluative beliefs that are salient to the individual, and could 
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be measured operationally by expectancy-value scales. All the 

applications of Fishbein's behavioral intention model in CPE 

·-(Southern, 1980; Ray, 1981; Waldon, 1984; Pryor, 1990) used 

attitude measurements based upon a traditional expectancy-value 

scale, which treated each belief equally. For example, in Pryor's 

study, intention to participate in CPE was virtually controlled by 

attitude, and attitude was determined by strength of belief in stx 

outcomes of participation (Pryor, 1990, pp. 154-155). There is a 

problem associated with treating the responses to several beliefs 

equally. This process ignores the fact that some factors are likely to 

be more important than others. By treating all factors as equal, an 

incorrect assumption may be made about learners' attitudes. For 

example, two professionals may share the same beliefs about a 

specific CPE program. Both may believe that they will get practical 

advice and be requested to pay a high tuition fee. However, these 

two beliefs may influence the professionals' participation differently. 

One person may place higher importance (operationally as a weight) 

on the tuition fee, and less importance on the practical advice than 

the other person. 

Finally, these studies have limited value because only intention 

to participate and other independent variables were examined in the 

Fishbein model. No attention was paid to the most important 

variable--participation behavior. Since intention is the only 

mediator variable in the model, the participation phenomena can 

only be understood by examining the relationship between behavior 

and certain independent variables. There is an urgent need to 

empirically examine all of the proposed variables in the model. 
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Boshier (1973), Rubenson (1977), and Cross (1981) have suggested 

that participation in adult and continuing education involves a 

v~iety of personal, social and environmental influences or factors. 

However, relatively little is known about how these factors can be 

effectively identified and their relative priorities determined. 

Multiple regression techniques can weight independent variables in 

the behavioral intention equation. It is the next essential step to 

identify their relative importances and compare the factors for 

different groups of learners. There is a need to develop an 

alternative methodology in order to test the validity of the weights 

obtained in the regression equation. If we think decisions related to 

participation, persistence, and dropout are part of a human decision 

making process incorporating internal and external factors, it is 

important to identify all of the factors and to determine their 

relative priorities. 

Pumoses of the Study 

The three broad purposes of this study are: (1) to examine 

continuing professional education based on attitude theory, (2) to 

introduce hierarchical analysis of professionals' belief system toward 

participation in CPE, and (3) to re-test the behavioral intention 

models used previously in CPE research. The writer has the 

following primary objectives for the study: 

1. to conduct a systematic analysis of the structure of 

professionals' attitude toward participation in CPE; 
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2. to retest the utility of predictive models based on Fishbein's 

behavioral intention models; 

3. to test the utility of Triandis behavioral intention model in 

CPE participation; 

4. to examine the effect of one of the extended true-score 

models for attitude measurement; 

5. to introduce hierarchical analysis as a means of determining 

the relative importance of factors which influence 

professionals' decision to participate in CPE; 

6. to examine the relationships among social and psychological 

factors affecting participation in a continuing professional 

education program, and; 

7. to provide information for use by the Alberta Veterinary 

Medical Association (A. V .M.A.) to promote and sustain 

participation in its CPE program. 

Significance of the Proposed Study 

This study will contribute to participation research by 

examining the relationship between participation in CPE and related 

attitudinal variables from a broad theoretical basis of social 

psychology. As Mezirow points out: "there are few more pervasively 

debilitating influences in the professional field of adult 

education ... than the absence of a body of particular useful theory 

upon which priorities in research, program development, evaluation, 

and professional training may be predicated" (1971, p. 135). After 
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reviewing major theoretical models of participation in adult 

education, Long ( 1987) observed that: 

[e]ducators have turned to psychology, social psychology 
and industrial psychology for theories of motivation that 
might explain participation and retention. The quest, 
however, is far from complete and additional theoretical 
work is required in both areas (p. 173 ). 

Cervero (1988) also concludes "a number of disparate research 

findings focus on different aspects of motivation, but there ts no 

mechanism to explain how these aspects collectively affect 

professionals' decisions to participate in educative activities" (p. 63). 

The present study is designed not only to increase our knowledge of 

variables that affect participation and how they work together, but 

also to test hypotheses based on different theoretical foundations in 

participation research. 

Second, the study will extend the research on behavioral 

intention models. In reviewing several influential theories of AEP, 

Cross (1981) noted that some common elements exist among them. 

It was pointed out that all these models might be termed 

"cognitivist", and all the models use the concepts of force-field 

analysis, strength of motivation, and interaction (between the 

individual and his/her environment). The concept of attitude toward 

adult education plays an important role in major theoretical models 

of AEP (Boshier, 1973; Cross, 1981; Cookson, 1986; Rubenson, 1977) 

and has received substantial attention recently (Blunt, 1983; 

Darkenwald & Hayes, 1988; Hayes & Darkenwald, 1990). 

Nevertheless, theoretical propositions derived from behavioral 

intention models offer a more precise link between participation 
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behavior and attitudinal variables. This study provides a means of 

testing the above mentioned participation models in adult and 

co~tinuing education. 

One issue closely related to participation is the obverse 

problem of non-participation. Butler (1971) reported that the time 

expenditures of veterinarians, in the province of Alberta, on 

continuing education programs away from home were less than that 

spent at home, office or clinic. Harnisch (1981) studied levels of 

participation among Illinois veterinarians and found that 84% had 

participated 1n some form of continuing education within the 

previous year. However, 11% had not participated in any form of 

continuing education within the three years covered in the study. In 

a similar study conducted in the province of Ontario, non

participants of regional, provincial, federal, foreign, and other 

academic meetings reportedly ranged from 35% to 86% of the survey 

population (Butler, 1988). This study will examine non-participants 

as well as participants to identify the variables that characterize the 

participation decisions of the two groups. The study will contribute 

to a better understanding of participation decision-making that will 

enable program planners to develop strategies aimed at improving 

participation. 

Limitations 

The study has several limitations. First, continuing professional 

education (CPE) was defined as an organized program. The study 

was designed to investigate the factors influencing professionals' 
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participation in a CPE program for Alberta veterinarians. Any 

conclusions drawn from the study must be considered carefully 

~before being broadly generalized to all forms of participation in CPE. 

Factors influencing professionals participation in one CPE program 

may differ from those influencing other programs. Furthermore, an 

organized CPE program is only one of the learning methods available 

for professionals. There are several other effective alternative 

learning modes (Cervero, 1988; Houle, 1980). Caution should be 

exercised when the investigation method and the results of the study 

are generalized to other populations and programs. 

Second, some salient variables affecting participation can not 

be taken into consideration in the models. Many personality or 

attitudinal traits may either promote or inhibit professionals' 

participation in CPE. Houle (1980) developed five categories of 

professionals motivations for learning which he labeled as zest for 

learning and which he considered to be centrally related to 

participation. Some evidence has been provided to support this 

belief. "Both anecdotal evidence and rigorous research support the 

notion that professionals' participation in educative activities is 

related to their zest for learning" (Cervero, 1988, p. 69). Although 

the measurement of this trait has been developed and validated 

(Lebold, 1987; Oddi , 1986), it will not be employed in this study as 

the research instrument and data collection method limited the 

amount of data that could be collected. Another important variable 

that was not directly determined in the model is age and career 

stage. It is widely accepted that educational participation is highly 

related to professionals' age and career stage. Nevertheless, career 
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stage is very difficult to measure and was thought not to be essential 

in this study. Selected demographic variables including age and 

-educational background were included. The last, but not the least, a 

salient variable related to participation is the nature of the 

professionals' practice setting. All professionals are employed in 

different work settings with different characteristics which might 

influence their participation in education activities (Barham & 

Bensemen, 1984, pp. 649-654; Houle, 1980, pp. 97-101). However, 

this variable was not included, again due to limitations of the data 

collection procedure. 

The third limitation of this study concerns the correlations 

among predictor variables. Many factor analyses (Blais, Duquette 

and Painchaud, 1989; Darkenwald and Valentine, 1985; Scalan and 

Darkenwald, 1984) assume that there are inter-correlations among 

predictor variables. In behavioral intention models, this limitation 

appears even stronger where all predictor variables are assumed to 

be independent and contribute linearly to the overall intention. In 

the construction of hierarchical analysis models, some interactions 

between variables are assumed. However, this model lacks the 

sophisticated theoretical structures in which intercorrelation is a 

major concern. 

Finally, the study has measurement limitations. Although wide 

applications of behavioral intention models provide the evidence that 

measures of each component are powerful, the measure of weights 

by pairwise comparisons in the AHP is a new approach to the 

behavioral intention model. Because of the abstract nature of the 
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psychological components (i.e. attitude, subjective norm) the 

subjects might fail to judge consistently. 

Plan of the Study 

Chapter One describes the problem of participation in 

continuing professional education, the purposes, the significance and 

the limitations of this study. 

In Chapter Two, major models of participation in adult and 

continuing education are examined. Theoretical foundations of 

attitude and behavior are discussed, and the literature related to 

applications of behavioral intention theory in participation of CPE are 

critically reviewed. An analytic technique for determining 

participation in CPE is discussed. Finally, seven research questions 

derived from the review of the literature are presented. 

Chapter Three focuses on the methods and procedures used in 

this study. The characteristics of the subjects and data collection 

procedures are described. The variables and the means of 

measurement are also described. 

Chapter Four reports data analysis procedures and methods. 

The results of the analysis are presented in accordance with the 

research questions of the study. 

Chapter Five summarizes the research findings and discusses 

the results and their implications. Recommendations for future 

research also made in this chapter. 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Explanatory Models of Participation 
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Over the years, many efforts have been made by adult and 

continuing educators to develop models of participation that would 

explain or predict participation. The following review of literature is 

concerned with the major and most influential conceptual structures 

of participation in adult and continuing education. 

Miller's Force-Field Analysis 

Miller's (1967) force-field analysis of AEP has its origins in 

social class theory, Maslow's (1954) hierarchy of needs, and Lewin's 

(1947) force-field analysis. The force-field analysis model explains 

not only why adults participate but also why differences exist 

between social classes. According to Maslow's needs hierarchy 

theory, people are not concerned about higher human needs, such as 

recognition, achievement, and self-realization, until they have 

satisfied lower level and more fundamental needs, such as survival, 

safety, and belonging. The needs hierarchy concept can be used to 

predict that members of lower social classes will be interested 

primarily in education that meets survival needs, such as job training 

and adult basic education, while the upper social classes who have 



Figure 1. Education for Vocational 
Competence, Lower-Lower-Class Level 

Positive Forces Negative Forces 

1. Survival needs 5. Action-excitement orientation 
of male culture 2. Changing technology 

3. Safety needs of female 6. Hostility to education and to 
middle-class object orientation 4. Governmental attempts to 

change opportunity 
structure 

7. Relative absence of specific. 
immediate job opportunities 
at end of training 

Negative 

5 6 

8. Limited access through 
organizational ties 

9. Weak family structure 

forces 

7 8 9 

Positvie forces 

Source: Miller, 1967, p. 21. 

1 

Figure 2. Education for Vocational Competence, 
Lower-Middle-Class Level 

Positive Forces 
1. Satisfied survival need 
2. Satisfied safety need 
3. Strong status need 
4. Changing technology 
5. Access through organization 
6. Acceptance of middle-class career drives 
7. Familiarity with educational processes 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Positive forces 

Source: Miller, 1967, p. 28. 

1 5 
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fulfilled those needs will seek education that leads to achievement 

and self-realization. Miller's adoption of Maslow's needs hierarchy, 

..into his force-field analysis model, has been demonstrated to have 

practical utility. Needs hierarchy deals with the relationship 

between educational interests, age, and position in the life cycle. 

Miller points out that people in the early stage of adulthood are 

concerned with satisfaction of needs low in the hierarchy such as 

getting established in a job and beginning a family, while older 

people, having satisfied those needs, are free to devote energy to 

achieving status, to making achievements and to working toward 

self-realization. 

Miller's analysis uses Lewin's concepts of positive and negative 

forces which form a resultant motivational force. Figure 1 illustrates 

Miller's analysis of the forces present in the motivation of lower

lower class persons for education of vocational competence. The 

width of the arrow symbolizes the strength of the force, while the 

position of the horizontal line indicates the resultant force, which is 

quite low and indicates little motivation for participation in this case. 

The strong motivation of the lower-middle-class is illustrated in 

Figure 2. "The lower-middle-class value system, with its emphasis 

on mobility and status and concentration on satisfying belonging 

needs within the nuclear family rather than in adult peer groups, 

makes it a prime consumer of continuing education" (Miller, 1967, p. 

11 ). 

The weaknesses of Miller's model includes the questionable 

conceptual base of Maslow's needs hierarchy. There is much doubt 

about the expectation that needs at each lower level be satisfied 
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before the individual addresses needs at the next higher level. 

Another weakness of Miller's model is that it is overly simplistic. 

,Society is complex and personal needs and social forces are often in 

conflict, "It does not appear that Miller's model predicts participation 

outcomes in such complex situations" (Long, 1983, p. 124). 

Expectancy-Valence Theory 

Expectancy-valence theory ts based on psychological theories of 

motivation, which seek to explain human behavior in terms of the 

interaction between the individual and the environment. The 

resultant strength of a person's motivation is determined by 

combining positive and negative forces existing in the individual 

(acquired experience) and the environment (perceived and 

experienced). The strength of force is a product of valence and 

expectancy. Here expectancy is defined as a belief in the probability 

that certain actions will lead to certain outcomes while valence is 

defined in terms of the anticipated satisfaction that may be derived 

from an outcome and valence attributed to actual satisfaction that it 

gives. The theoretical position of the expectancy-valence model is 

that people who view participation in adult and continuing education 

as a means of satisfying certain needs and who believe that they 

have a good possibility of completing their program of study will 

tend to participate. Individuals who have negative expectancy and 

valence will tend not to participate. 

More detail regarding factors affecting expectancy and valence 

and the ultimate result of forces of participation are provided in 
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Rubenson's (1977) model (see Figure 3). This model is more 

complex, and valuable because it shifts attention from broad 

demographic variables to more individually based measurement. 

Many scholars have conducted research based on the expectancy

valence theory to demonstrate its broad application and replicability 

(Bergsten, 1980; Long, 1983). However, mixed results present 

difficulty in prediction participation phenomenon. Darkenwald 

(1981) observes "the model is deficient, ... , in that it fails to specify 

the factors that influence valence and expectancy" (p. 1 0). 

Figure 3. Rubenson's Paradigm of Recruitment 

Previous Expectancy = the expectation 
experience that education will have 

_____ ....,~ Active ~ certain desirable consequences 
preparedness x the expectation of being 

Congenital ........_ 

I 
--.......- able to participate in and properties 

complete the education 

Factors in the 
en vir on men t Perception 
(the degree of--...... ~ and interpre-
hierarchical tation of the 
structure, values 
of member, and 
reference groups, 
study possibilities) 

environment 

Current needs of The individual's 
the individual --..... ~experience of needs 

Source: Rubenson, 1977, p. 35. 

Valence of the 

Force (the strength 
whereof will 
determine behavior) 

education ------

t 
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Boshier's Con~ruence Model 

Boshier ( 1973) developed a congruence model of participation 

derived from social and organizational psychology. He realized that 

dropout and non-participation may have similar origins and that 

"congruence" versus dissonance can be developed in an explanatory 

concept for both phenomena. Like Miller, Boshier argues that 

motivation for learners is a function of interaction between internal 

psychological factors and external environmental variables, or at 

least the participant's perception and interpretation of 

environmental factors. 

Boshier suggested that research should seek to identify the 

congruence and the incongruence of the critical environmental and 

the psychological variables. He concluded that "both adult education 

participation and dropout can be understood to occur as a function of 

the magnitude of the discrepancy between the participant's self

concept and key aspects (largely people) of the educational 

environment. Non-participants manifest 

incongruence and do not enrol" ( 1973, p. 260). 

self/ins ti tu tion 

A number of 

incongruencies could be found: between self and ideal self, self and 

other students, self and teacher, self and institutional environment. 

The greater the sum of these incongruencies, the more likely non

participation or dropout will happen. The confirmation of this 

hypothesis has been reported (Boshier, 1973; Boshier & Riddell, 

1975; Garrison, 1985; 1987). That is to say, learners with higher 

incongruence scores are more likely to dropout than other people 

are. As far as non-participation is concerned, Boshier defends his 
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theory with the assumption that dropping out is simply an extension 

of non-participation. The low participation rate of adults from the 

lower socio-economic classes can be explained by the dissonance 

between their lives and the essentially middle-class educational 

environment of continuing education. 

One of the implications of Boshier's theory is that the proper 

matching of adult to educational environment is important. External 

factors play an important role tn influencing the internal 

psychological process. 

Cross' COR Model 

In an attempt to accommodate the results of a broad range of 

existing studies, Cross (1981) developed a chain-of-response model 

for understanding participation in adult learning activities. This 

model can be expressed by the following diagram: 

Figure 4. Chain-of-Response (COR) Model for 
Understanding Participation in Adult Learning Activities 

(D) (F) 
Life Information 

(A) Trans,itions ! 
Self-evaluation T 

F 
Importance of goals 

Attitude about 
education 

(B) 

and expectation that~ Opportunities ........_ .<?> . 
the participation and barriers_____....... Parttctpatton 

will meet goals ~ (E) 
(C) 

Source: Cross, 1981, p. 124. 
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The basic assumption of this model is that participation in adult 

education ts the result of several related responses. According to 

Cross, this concept is consistent with contemporary theoretical 

revisions in motivation theory which consider motivation as a 

constantly flowing stream rather than a series of discrete events. 

The model incorporates seven major structural elements: 

(1) Self-evaluation. Although the situation is not as linear as 

the COR figure suggests, "self-evaluation is where the chain of 

responses leading to participation begins" (Cross, 1981, p. 125). Self

evaluation ts defined by Cross to concentrate upon personal 

confidence and achievement motivation. 

(2) Attitude is thought to be the direct consequence of an 

individual's own past experience and to arise indirectly from 

attitudes and experience of significance to others. Cross assumes 

these first two elements form a relatively stable approach to 

learning, which may be positive or negative. 

(3) Importance of goals and expectations that the participation 

will meet goals. This concept is largely based on the expectancy

valence theory identified by Lewin and used by Rubenson. The 

concept consists of two components: valence, which is the importance 

of the goal to the individual; and expectancy, the individual's 

judgement that the successful attainment of the goal will bring about 

the desired reward. The more important the goal to an individual, 

the higher the motivation of the individual to participate in 

educational programs. It is suggested that there are interactions 

between expectancy and self-evaluation. People with high self-
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evaluation expect to be successful, whereas those with low

confidence entertain doubt about their probable success. 

( 4) Life transition. This element in the model reflects a 

concern for adjustments to new phases of the life cycle. The 

identification of life transitions as positive forces for learning is 

related to the theory of development and assumes that there are 

times of susceptibility and need for learning certain things. "These 

times depend on developmental tasks that are predictably associated 

with each phase of human development" (Cross, 1981, p. 127). 

(5) Opportunities and barriers are believed to play an 

important role when the individual is motivated to participate in 

some form of learning activity. On the one hand, Cross indicates that 

an individual is expected to overcome minor barriers when arriving 

at this point in the model with a strong desire to participate. On the 

other hand, even weak or moderate barriers may exclude the weakly 

motivated. 

( 6) Regarding category F, accurate information about learning 

activities plays a critical role in this model, since this stage provides 

the information that links motivated learners to appropriate 

opportunities. Without information, opportunities are not discovered 

and barriers may appear to be exaggerated. 

Two illustrative scenarios were given by Cross to demonstrate 

how the COR model works. One is participation and the other is non

participation as a result of variable interactions. The major 

contribution of the COR model is its synthesis of existing thinking and 

research on AEP. The model enhances understanding that 
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participation behavior is a chain or stream of responses of internal 

psychological variables to environmental variables. 

Weaknesses of the COR model have been identified by Long 

(1983). First, as Cross acknowledged, there is a need for it to be 

tested and possibly revised. Second, the model seems to be 

weakened by its very strong assertion of the factors of self-esteem 

and personal confidence. Long gives an example which does not fit 

the model very well. An individual with external locus of control 

who tends to attribute success to sources other than himself, may 

have high self-esteem. Third, the COR model contains questionable 

assumptions that individuals with high self-esteem will always have 

positive attitudes about education. 

Cookson's SSTAL Model 

The most sophisticated and comprehensive theoretical 

framework for AEP may be ISST AL (interdisciplinary, sequential

specificity, time-allocation, life-span) model which was originally 

proposed by Smith (1980). Cookson (1986) recently examined this 

model in an attempt to integrate and to advance the theory and 

research on AEP by identifying, defining, and exemplifying it in 

terms of the existing literature. "The rationale for this framework is 

based on a comprehensive interdisciplinary theoretical model which 

has been developed to explain and predict various manifestations of 

social participation" (Cookson, 1986, p. 30). Figure 5 shows the 

underlying assumption of certain identical and measurable aspects of 

both individual and environment. Within this model, the main 
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dependent variable of AEP is treated as a form of individual 

discretionary behavior, a consequence of the combined and 

interactive influences of independent antecedent variables. These 

independent variables are: external background and social factors, 

personality and intellectual capacity factors, attitudinal dispositions, 

retained information, and situational factors (Smith, 1980). 

Social 
Bact ground 
and Social 
Role 

Figure 5. ISSTAL Model for AEP 

Intellectual 
Capicities 

Situational 
Variables 

Adult 
Education 
Participation 

Less Relevant .... -....-------:----------------~......_~ ....- More Relevant 
"Continuum of Breadth of Relevance" 

Source: Cookson, 1986, p. 131. 

This model ts not a mere aggregation of multiple predictor 

variables, rather, it relates three features for the development of 

theory and research: (1) an interdisciplinary conceptual framework; 

(2) sequential specificity of relations among the independent 

variables and between those variables and adult education 

participation; and (3) a time allocation life span perspective. Cookson 

( 1986) discusses these features in detail: 

Interdisciplinary conceptual framework. The explication of the 

influence of the variables in each of the six variable classes on adult 

education participation are employed from . a number of behavioral 
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sciences. Cookson concludes that "the interdisciplinary perspective of 

the ISSTAL model includes concepts and interrelationships 

articulated in the field of psychology, anthropology, political science, 

sociology, social-psychology, as well as the still emerging discipline of 

adult education" (1986, p. 132). 

Sequential specificity of relations. The six independent 

variable classes are thought to be causally interconnected. Apart 

from situational variables, all five categories of variables influence 

AEP via one or more intervening categories of variables. The 

position of a variable represents "breadth of relevance" to AEP. It is 

explained that the further to the right a variable is placed on the 

same continuum, the more situation/role specific its influence on 

AEP. 

Time allocation-life span perspective. The implication of this 

feature is that the AEP is only a part of broader behavior patterns of 

social activities. Smith ( 1980) regards AEP as demonstrating both 

synchronic and diachronic covariation. Diachronic covariation 

assumes social participation (including AEP) tends to fit into lifelong 

patterns. Cookson ( 1986) gives an example as: "relative to others 

within the same cohort, people who exhibit higher levels of AEP in 

their thirties may be expected to display similarly higher levels tn 

the forties, fifties, and sixties" (p. 132). 

While the main dependent variable in the ISST AL model is 

participation in adult education, each independent variable has 

different elements. Cookson ( 1986) identifies these predictor 

variables in the light of literature on AEP. 
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(1) External Contextual Factors. This category of variables 

refers to the individual's external environment, which forms "a 

,matrix within which the social background, personality, and 

attitudinal characteristics of individuals originate, develop, and 

change" (Smith and Reddy, 1972, p. 299). 

(2) Social Background and Social Role Factors. This category of 

variables represents five kinds of social demographic characteristics: 

physical and physiological features; ascribed social positions and 

roles; voluntary or achieved social positions and roles; experience 

and activity history; and resources, possessions, and access to 

resources (Cookson, 1986, p. 133). 

(3) Personality and Intellectual Capacity Factors. Personality 

refers to an individual's characteristics which tend to endure over 

both time and circumstances. Smith ( 1980) considers that the most 

important active-effective characteristics are: extraversion, ego 

strength, assertiveness, efficacy, energy activation, and stimulation. 

Intellectual capacities comprise probabilities of behavioral responses, 

given the disposition to respond. 

( 4) Attitude Dispositions. This category of variables consists of 

four major factors: values, attitude. expectation, and intention. 

"Together with personality trait and intellectual capacity, with which 

they are in dynamic interaction, they are posited as contributing to 

the motivation of the individual" (Cookson, 1986, p. 136). 

(5) Retained Information. Retained information refers to the 

individual's continuing, enduring and usually growing stock of 

information stored in the mind in terms of symbolic and 



nonsymbolic images (Smith, 1980). 

images, beliefs, knowledge, and plans. 
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It comprises four variables; 

(6) Situational Variables. During the process of interactions 

am'ong preceding variables, individual responses to the complex 

situation interactively, and transmits to AEP. The inputs of this 

process comprise immediate awareness of sensations and perceptions 

from the immediate external environment and within the individual. 

However, the definition of the situation "was never operationalized, 

the concept of margin, . . . could be categorized as a situational 

variable" (Cookson, p. 138). Consequently, further research to define 

measurable variables is needed. 

Cookson (1986, p. 139) makes several 

significance of the ISST AL model in adult education. 

claims for the 

First, the model 

provides a conceptual scheme for the integration of currently 

separate, disparate, and discipline bound theoretical explanations 

and research findings. Second, the model provides a framework for 

future research for the advancement of knowledge about AEP. Third, 

the model suggests some points for intervention by program 

planners to increase program participation. 

Some Common Elements in Existin& Models 

Several common elements are apparent tn the participation 

models reviewed. First, all the models assume that participation in 

adult and continuing education can be understood as an interaction 

between the individuals and their environment. Second, as Cross 

(1981) noticed, all models might be termed as "cognitivist" since it 
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has been assumed that the individuals have some control over their 

destiny. "They reject both the Freudian notion that human beings 

..are the captives of subconscious forces and the Skinnerian contention 

that people are pawns in stimulus-response chains" (Cross, 1981, p. 

123 ). Third, attitude has been given important attention. Miller 

posited that the strength of the motivation to participate in adult 

education is the result of the individual's perception of positive and 

negative forces in the situation. All other models use this proposition 

to a certain degree. Rubenson's model deals with the concept of 

"expectancy" more thoroughly than the others, but all these models 

assume that the expectation of reward is an important variable of 

participation. Fourth, most of these models make some use of the 

concept of reference group. As well, they assume that social 

background is an important external variable. 

Attitude and Behavior 

The Three-Component View of Attitude 

Attitude has been conceptualized as having three inter

correlated and distinct components: affect, cognition, and behavior 

(Rosenberg & Hovland, 1960). Here affect means sympathetic 

nervous responses, cognition refers to perceptual responses or verbal 

statement of belief, and behavior represents the overt actions 

associated with the attitude. The relationships among these 

components are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Three-Component View of Attitude 

Measurable 
independent 
variables 

STIMULI (individ
uals, situations, social 
issues social groups, 
and other "attitude" 
objectives) 

Source: Trian'dis, 1971, p. 3. 

Intervening 
variables 

AFFECf 

Measurable 
dependent 
variables 

Sympathetic nervous 
system responses 
Verbal statement 
of affect 

Perceptual responses 
COGNITION Verbal statements 

of belief 

Overt actions 
BEHAVIOR Verbal statements 

concerning behavior 

A number of studies based on this model have been conducted 

since it was first proposed. In most of them, subjects were asked to 

answer questions about their liking or disliking an attitude object (as 

a measure of affect), their beliefs (cognition) and then comparisons 

were made among the measures and self-reports of behavior 

(Bagozzi, 1981; Brecker, 1984; Kothandapam, 1971; Ostrom, 1969). 

It was concluded that while affect, cognition, and behavior were 

closely interrelated, they were readily distinguishable from each 

other. 

Behavioral Intention Models 

Although the three-component view of attitude provides a 

theoretical basis for guiding research on the relationship between 
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attitude and behavior, the problem rematns of whether verbal 

measures of the three components can be relied upon as predictors 

'·of overt action. Behavioral intention theory was proposed by 

treating intention as a mediator variable. At least two different and 

competing views have been developed by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) 

and Triandis (1980). 

Fishbein Behavioral Intention Model; Fishbein's behavioral intention 

theory deals with four interrelated concepts which determine 

participation: belief, attitude, intention, and behavior. Figure 7 

presents a schematic representation of this model. Suppose an 

individual has the information regarding an object "X" which helps 

determine belief in that object. This information serves as a 

conditioning agent for the belief, and consequently the attitude that 

person has toward the object. The intentions of the person towards 

object X, are formed as a function of the interaction of beliefs and 

attitudes. Intention causes a certain action to be undertaken which 

produces a consequence, or behavior. Finally, feedback reinforces 

belief about the object and attitudes in a continuous process of 

evaluation. 

Fishbein's behavior intention model can be expressed in 

summary form by the equation 

B - I = w1x(Aact) + w2 x(SN) ............................................. (1) 

where B is a specific overt behavior of an individual and I is the 

intention to perform that behavior. While certain behavior is 

determined by one's intention, the relationship between B and I is 

only an approximate ( - ) one. A act is the attitude toward that 
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behavior, and S N is the subjective norm or belief that most people 

who are important to the individual think that he or she should 

perform that behavior. The symbols w1 and w2 are two empirically 

determined standardized regression. coefficients . 

. Figure 7. Schematic Representation of Conceptual 
Framework Relating Beliefs, Attitudes, Intentions, and 

Behaviors With Respect to a Given Object. 

Belief about Intention with Behaviors with 

1. 
2. 
3. 

N. 

object X 

_,.. 
._ 

• 

Attitude 
toward ~ 

object X 

# • 

tnfluence 
feedback 

respect to 
object X 

1. 
2 . 

N. 

respect to 
object X 

..... 1. 
..... 2. •. 

..... N; . 
I 
I 

~------------------------------------------------· 

Source: Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975, p. 15. 

According to Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), Aact is a function of 

the perceived consequence people associate with the behavior and 

the evaluation of these consequences. If b i represents the belief that 

performing the behavior leads to consequence or outcome i and er 

_.the evaluation of outcome i, and n the number of beliefs included in 

the model. Then A act can be represented as 

A act = I, b 1xe1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (2) 

Subjective norm represents other people~' expectations of what 

the individual ought to do, and has a similar function to normative 

beliefs and motivations to comply. This can be expressed as: 
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SN = .L Nb1xm1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (3) 

N b 1 is the individual's belief that referent person i thinks he/she 

,should or should not perform that behavior, m i is the motivation to 

comply with referent person i, and n is the number of salient 

referents under consideration. 

Previous research indicates that A act and L b 1xe 1 are highly 

correlated, that S N and .L N b 1x m 1 are highly correlated, and that 

behavioral intention can be predicted from a linear combination of 

attitude and normative variables (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1972; 

Warshaw, 1980). Successful applications of this theory to predict 

and explain behavioral intentions have been reported extensively 

(Ajzen, 1985). 

Triandis Behavioral Intention Model; The behavioral intention model 

developed by Triandis ( 1977) hypothesizes that intentions are 

determined by three variables: social factors, affect attached to the 

behavior, and perceived consequences of the behavior. The model 

can be expressed as: 

I = w 1x(S) + w2x(A) + w3x(C) .................................. ( 4) 

where I = intentions, 

S = social factors, 

A = affect attached to behavior, and 

C = perceived consequences of the behavior. 

Assuming affect attached to behavior (A) is equivalent to A act 

which represents attitude in the Fishbein model and perceived 

consequences of the behaviors roughly (C) similar to .Lb 1xe., in the 

Fishbein model, both cognitive and affect attitude are treated as 
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independent variables tn Triandis model. Triandis hypothesizes that 

cognitions influence intention directly, while Fishbein claims that 

.cognitions influence intention only indirectly through their impact on 

affect. 

Social factor is defined as an individual's internalization of the 

objective culture of the group of people with whom the person 

interacts most frequently or uses as a referent group. Thus, social 

factor is constructed of norms, roles, and values, objectively 

perceived outside the individual. 

The Triandis' theoretical system also deals with the 

relationship between behavior and intention. This model can be 

expressed in detail in the form of two separate multiple regression 

equations. First, a person's actual behavior is determined by the 

intention to perform that behavior and the "habits" of the individual 

to perform that behavior (i.e. the frequency that the individual has 

performed the act in the past). Secondly, according to this model, an 

individual's behavioral intention is a function of: ( 1) affect toward 

performing the act; (2) belief about the consequences of performing 

the behavior and the evaluation of those consequences; (3) the 

perceived appropriateness of a particular behavior for (a) the 

subject's specific reference group (norms), (b) persons holding 

similar position to those held by the subject in social structure 

(roles); and (4) the subject's personal normative belief about what he 

or she ought to do with regard to the behavior of interest (personal 

norms). 

Algebraically, the model may be expressed by the following 

two equations: 
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B = w 1 X (I) + w 2 X (H) .................................................. ( 5) 
n 

I= w3 x (A) + w4 x (L,.b 1xe. )+ 
i= 1 

m p 

w s x (( L,.Nb 1 )+ (L,.b1)) + w6 x (SPN) ........ (6) 
i=l i=l 

where B = overt behavior, 

H = habit of performing that behavior, 

b i = perceived probability that performing behavior will 

lead to outcome I, 

e i = the evaluation of outcomes i, 

Nb 1 = normative belief (i.e. perceived appropriateness of 

performing the behavior for a member of reference 

group i), 

Rb 1 = role belief (i.e. the perceived appropriateness of 

performing the behavior for a person occupying 

position i in the social structure), 

S PN = personal normative belief (i.e. the degree to which an 

individual feels he or she should perform the behavior 

in question), 

n = the number of consequences, 

m = the number of norms, 

p = the number of roles the individual has, 

Wu ••• , w 6 = empirically determined regression weights 

(Jaccard & Davidson, 1975, p. 499; Davidson et al, 1976, p. 3). 
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The first attempt to apply behavioral intention theory to 

participation research in adult education was made by Grotelueschen 

and Caulley ( 1977). Based on Fishbein's general theoretical 

framework, they adapted a model consisting of three predictor 

variables in order to determine an individual professional's intention 

to participate in continuing education. While A still represents the 

attitude, subjective norm (S N) consists of two components: the 

subjective social norm (SSN) and subjective personal norm (SPN). 

Grotelueschen and Caulley's (1977) model of intention to participate 

was expressed as: 

B - I = w1 x (A) + w2 x (SSN) + w3 x (SPN) ................. (7) 

where B = the behavior, 

I = the intention to perform behavior B, 

A = the attitude toward performing behavior B, 

SSN = the subjective social norm, 

SPN= the subjective personal norm, 

w H w 2 , W3 = empirically determined weights (p. 33). 

Further, each predictor variable and its elements are defined 

and interpreted in the context of participation in CPE. 
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Findin2s and Weaknesses in Early Applications 

Utilizing the behavioral intention model originally proposed by 

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) and introduced to CPE by Groteluschen 

and Caulley ( 1977), Southern ( 1980) conducted a study of 

participants and non-participants in graduate education courses. The 

study population consisted of 145 educators who enrolled in at least 

one graduate course in education and 102 who did not enroll. The 

results suggested that participation behavior in CPE can be 

determined by an individual's intention to participate. It was 

reported that intention to participate explained actual participation 

behavior in 56% of the cases studied. In addition, a variety of 

demographic characteristics were found to distinguish between 

participants and non-participants, including experience, job status, 

age, and graduate hours taken. Further, when the demographic 

variables were combined with independent variables in the 

behavioral intention model this combination explained actual 

participation behavior in 67% of the cases. 

Although Southern's study shows potential utility of the 

behavioral intention model, this study was weakened by the fact that 

groups of participants and non-participants were selected based on 

the availability of subjects. Secondly, the study was hindered by its 

lack of predictive utility. In Southern's research, intention to 

participate tn CPE was measured concurrently with actual 

participation behavior. Therefore, the predictive utility of the 

behavioral intention model could not be tested. Finally, because of 

the research design, the dependent variable of participation behavior 
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was inadequately measured since non-participants were defined on 

the basis of their participation behavior action at only one point in 

··time. The non-participation behavior would be a more valid 

indicator if the subjects were identified as those who had not 

participated in CPE over a span of time. 

The application of the behavioral intention model in CPE and 

the model's predictive utility were tested by Ray (1981) in a study of 

reasons why therapeutic recreation practitioners participated in CPE. 

The study failed to demonstrate good predictive and explanatory 

utilities of the proposed model. It was found that previous 

participation in CPE explained 37% of the variance in intention to 

participate, the theory of reasoned action explained only 10% of the 

variance. The author concluded that "the model proposed by 

Grotelueschen and Caulley ( 1977) based upon the work of Fishbein 

was not a good predictor of continuing professional education activity 

for the study population" (Ray, 1981, p. 74). Pryor (1990) also points 

out that the study did not provide an adequate test of the utility of 

the behavioral intention model. "The study failed to obtain direct 

measures of attitude and subjective norm. In the data analysis, 

therefore, the intention measure was regressed on estimated, rather 

than direct measures of attitude and subjective norm" (Pryor, 1990, 

p. 150). 

Another application of the behavioral intention model in CPE 

was studied by Waldon (1984). To test the explanatory and 

predictive utilities of Fishbein's model, Waldon examined the 

participation phenomenon in CPE for a population of educational 

technologists. However, this study failed to provide an adequate test 
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and application of the behavioral intention model. In this study, 

Fishbein's model was modified, but two of the variables in the model 

were not included in the analysis because of inadequate 

measurement. The first variable was subjective social norm. This 

scale was omitted from the analysis because there were too many 

missing values in the scales. Second, the measure of participation 

behavior has not be measured based on the subjects' actual 

behaviors. The results revealed that the modified Fishbein 

behavioral intention model explained only 23% of the variance of 

intention to participate in CPE within the next year and 17% of the 

variance of intention to participate within the next three years, 

indicating a very limited predictive utility of the behavioral intention 

model. 

It is possible that these early results of weak utility of the 

behavioral intention model in participation research caused other 

researchers to doubt its applicability. Only recently has a more 

comprehensive application of the model been attempted (Pryor, 

1990). Pryor's test of the model used multiple regression of the 

intention to participate measure on direct measures of the two 

predictor variables: attitude and subjective norm. The multiple 

correlation obtained between these variables and intention was 

0.641, explaining over 41% of the variance in intention. These 

results were claimed to demonstrate the model's predictive utility. 

It was also reported that intention was determined almost 

exclusively by attitude while normative components explained only a 

small amount of the variance. Attitude was determined by strength 

of belief in five positively stated, and one negatively stated, outcome 
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of participation. As 1n most of the previous applications, 

unfortunately, the variable of participation behavior was not defined 

,or measured in the study. In addition, the affect component of 

attitude was treated as a mediator variable between intention to 

participate 1n CPE and cognitive attitude (operationally as 

expectancy-value scales). Therefore, Pryor's study also failed to 

produce a thorough examination of behavioral intention theory. 

Review of Expectancy-Value Models 

Because the models considered in this review build upon the 

approaches to expectancy-value judgment, a background for the 

conceptual perspective of expectancy-value taken in the research is 

useful. Expectancy-value models are used to represent how an 

individual actually integrates multiple pieces of information to arrive 

at an overall judgement. From the literature of participation 

research in adult and continuing education, it can be seen that most 

explanatory models of participation are based on expectancy-value 

theory to some extent (e.g. Rubenson's, and Cross' models). In an 

attempt to develop a new model for representing attitudinal 

reactions, Bagozzi (1982) summarizes the traditional expectancy

value model and four extended true-score models (see Figure 8). 

The traditional model assumes that attitude is a unidimensional 

expectancy-value (E V) construct defined as the summation of 

expectancies multiplied by values (I, b 1xe1) and that correspondence 

between E V and b 1xe1 is 1 to 1 (or 1 :1). Construct validity is very 
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difficulty to assess in the traditional model. In contrast, extended 

true-score models assume that there is a specific relationship 

~between each individual expectancy-value measure (b 1xe 1) and ~he 

underlying theoretical construct (E V or E Vi). The degree of 

correspondence I between b iX e i and E V is represented by a 

parameter to be estimated (A1) and can be tested. Construct "validity 

can therefore be assessed in extended true-score models. For 

example, one may determine convergent, concurrent, discriminant 

and predictive validities. Also, both unidimensional and 

multidimensional attitude can be modeled. 

Figure 8. Review of Expectancy-Value Model 

Traditional Expectan9y-Value Model 

EV ~ :E biei 

I: biei 
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Figure 8. Review of Expectancy-Value Model(continued) 

Extended True-Score Models 
Case I. One overall unidimensional judgement 

btet b2e2 bnen 

Case II. Multiple interrelated unidimensional judgements 

Case III. One overall multidimensional judgement 

Case IV. Causally or functionally related judgements 
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Figure 8. Review of Expectancy-Value Model( continued) 

Source: Adapted from Bagozzi, 1982, pp.1568-69. 

From the above we can see that Fishbein's behavioral intention 

model, which has been the basis of some recent participation 

research in adult and continuing education, remains a traditional 

expectancy-value model, in terms of the measurement of attitudes. 

There is a problem associated with totaling the responses to several 

items (b 1x e., i= 1, ... , n) in this manner. If one of the i terns is more 

important to the structure of the overall attitude, then treating all 

items equally will arrive at an incorrect conclusion. 

Analytic Hierarchy Process 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was originally 

introduced by Saaty (1977, 1980, 1982) and has become one of the 

most important decision analysis techniques for multiple objective 

decision-making. It is a means for modeling unstructured problems 

in the economic, social, and administrative sciences (Bahmani and 

Blunmberg, 1987; Diminnie and Kwalk, 1986). The process can be 
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summarized as three basic steps: (1) problems are decomposed; (2) 

comparative judgements are made on decomposed levels; and (3) 

~·synthesis ts obtained through eigenvectors measuring relative 

importance. 

The Conceptual Framework 

The AHP is a powerful technique for the study of causal 

relations, especially for large complex systems. It assumes that 

components of the system can be grouped into disjoint sets, and that 

entities of one group influence the entities of only one other group. 

Any system can be expressed by a matrix of interactions among its 

components. The hierarchical structure can be discerned by the 

magnitude of the orders of matrix entries. The AHP is used to 

identify the level of a hierarchical structure and measures the 

interactions within it. 

In a hierarchical system, proper functioning at a higher level 

relies on proper functioning at lower levels. The basic problem with 

a hierarchical system relates to understanding at the highest level 

from interactions of the various levels of the hierarchy rather than 

directly from the elements (or say, factors) of the lowermost levels. 

In physical and social sciences, there have emerged rigorous methods 

for structuring systems into hierarchies. Generally speaking, what is 

of most interest in a hierarchical system is to establish a global order 

(defined as priority) of basic and controllable elements according to 

their roles in the system with the help of each subsystem's order 

(relating to the dominating element of the higher level). Therefore, 
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the AHP not only de.scribes changes in priority at a higher level 

affected by the priority of elements in lower levels, but also provides 

,.greater detail on the structure and function of a system. 

The Model of Priority as An Eigenvector 

After the appropriate hierarchical structure ts constructed, as 

described above, what is required is to establish the global order (or 

priority) of the basic elements. In calculating the priorities, the 

global order of each subset can be simplified as performing 

numerical pairwise comparison, which results in a judgment matrix. 

The eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue of this matrix is a 

measure of the consistency of the judgment. In order to get a 

combination of the weight of one level to its higher level elements, 

every element in the higher level is considered through pairwise 

comparison. The comparison is used to establish criteria for each 

element tn the next lower level, so the comparable weights of 

elements in lower levels to every element tn the upper levels can be 

obtained. When the priorities of the upper level are used by 

averaging with weights, the global priority of elements in the lower 

level to the overall elements in the upper level is obtained. 

Following this procedure from the highest level to the lowest level, 

we can identify the total priority of basic elements in the overall 

system. 

To explain the principle of determining priority in AHP, let's 

consider the elements A 1 , ... , A n of a certain level in a hierarchy. We 

wish to find their weights of influence, w 1, ... w n, on some elements 
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in the next upper level. Following detection shows why the 

eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue in the matrix of pairwise 

.comparison is chosen to furnish the priority. 

Denote aij the numbers indicating the strength of A i with A j 

and A the matrix of these numbers Bij· Then 

A = (Bij) ................................................................... (8) 

Clearly, the matrix A is reciprocal, i.e. Bij=Bji· The matrix A is called 

consistent when our judgment is perfect in all comparison, i.e., 

Bik=Bij x Bjk for all i, j, k=l, 2, ... , n. 

When A is consistent or our comparisons are based on exact 

measurements of elements (denote weights of these elements w t, 

w2, ... , Wn respectively), we have 

3jj = Wj/Wj, i, j=l, 2, ... , n ............................................. (9) 

In the light of matrix theory, the matrix A has the following 

characteristics: 

A = 

At A2 
At Wl W} 

Wt W2 
A2 W2 W2 

W} W2 

An W n W n 

W} W2 

which is equivalent to 

An 
Wl Wl Wl 
Wn 
W2 W2 W2 
Wn 

X =ox 

n Wn 

A x w = n x w ..................................................... (! 0) 
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where w' = (wt, w2, ••• , wn). 

In practice, a ij (i, j=1, ... , n) are not based on exact 

measurements, but on subjective judgments. This will result In aij 

deviating from the "ideal" ratios w i/ w j, and equation ( 1 0) will no 

longer hold. However, the matrix theory will be helpful to solve the 

problem. First of all, if A 1, •••• , A 0 are the numbers of satisfying the 

equation 

A X X = A X X ....................................................... (11) 

i.e. Ai are the eigenvalues of A, and if aii=1 (i=1, ... , n), then 
n 

I,Ai = n ................................................................. (12) 
i = 1 

So all eigenvalues are zero when equation (10) holds, except one, 

which is n. Therefore, when A is consistent (our judgment is 

perfect), n is the largest eigenvalue of A and corresponding 

eigenvector w approximately depicts the priority. Matrix theory is 

helpful in that if one changes entities aij of a positive reciprocal 

matrix A by small amounts, then the eigenvalues change by small 

amounts. That is to say, if the diagonal of a matrix A consists of 1 s 

(a ij= 1) and A is consistent, the small variation of aij keeps the 

largest eigenvalues, A max, close to n, and the remaining eigenvalues 

close to zero. 
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From the above we can conclude that given a matrix of pairwise 

comparison values, A, we must find the vector w which satisfies 

A x W =Amax X W ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (13) 

In order to find the priority vector. The priority vector can be 

normalized 

by setting 
n 1 

a.=Lwi and replacing w by -xw. 
a. 

Saaty ( 1980) also provides the consistency index CI = 
Amax - n 

to test closeness to consistency for matrix of pairwise n-1 

comparisons. C I reflects consistency of judgment in general. When 

it is less than 0.1, the judgment may be satisfied. "The expression for 

(A max - n)/(n-1) provides an index for testing efficiency of various 

psychological laws e. g. S. S. Steven's power law and the Weber

Fechner law" (Saaty & Rogers, 1976, p. 254). In order to determine 

satisfied consistency among the matrix with different orders, an 

average random index (R. I. ) has been introduced (Saaty, 1980, p. 

21). Table 1 presents the R.I. values for 1-7 order matrix: 
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Table 1. Random Index for Matrices of 
Pairwise Comparison 

Matrix 
Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

R.I. 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 

The ratio of C. I. to the average R.I. for the same order matrix is 

called the consistency ratio (C.R.), when 

CI 
CR = RI < 0.10 ................................................................. (14) 

the matrix of pairwise comparison satisfies consistency criteria, 

otherwise some adjustment is needed for the matrix in order to 

obtain satisfactory consistency. 

Scale Comparison 

It would be seen from the above that AHP relies largely on 

pairwise comparison. The comparison scale employed in AHP has 

been suggested by Saaty ( 1980, p. 54), and is shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Pairwise Comparison Scale 

Intensity of 
importance 

Definition 

1 Equal importance 

Explanation 

Two activities contribute equally to the 

objective 

3 Weak importance of one Experience and judgment slightly favor 

over another one activity over another 

5 Essential or strong Experience and judgment strongly favor 

7 

9 

2, 4, 6, 8 

importance 

Very strong or 

demonstrated 

importance 

Absolute importance 

Importance values 

between adjacent scales 

values 

Reciprocal If activity i has one of 

the above nonzero 

numbers assigned to it 

when compared with j, 

then j has the reciprocal 

value when compare 

with i. 

one over another 

An activity is favored very strongly over 

another; its dominance is demonstrated 

in practice 

The evidence favoring one activity over 

another is the highest possible order of 

affirmation 

When comparison is needed 

A reasonable assumption 

Rationals Ratios arising from the If consistency were to be formed by 

scale 

Source: Saaty, 1980, p. 54. 

obtaining n numerical values to span the 

matrix 
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Factors Influencing the Participation of Veterinarians in CPE 

The present study is designed to investigate participation 

ph~nomena in an organized continuing education program for a 

sample of veterinary professionals in the province of Alberta. Butler 

( 1971) studied Alberta veterinarians' participation in CPE activities 

at home, in the office, or clinic, and CPE programs outside the home 

and practice. The dependent variable (level of participation in CPE) 

was quantified as the hours spent on different continuing learning 

methods reported by the respondents. Chi-square analysis was used 

to identify relationships between the participation and categories of 

independent variables: (1) demographic, (2) work situation, and (3) 

perceptions of the veterinary profession and continuing education. It 

was found that certain factors related significantly with participation 

away from home, office or clinic including: perception of importance 

of CPE; feelings about the profession's future; spouse' attitude toward 

CPE; perception of professional role; and satisfaction with the 

profession. Traveling to access the CPE program was found to be a 

major obstacle to participation. However, very few demographic 

variables and variables associated with the work situation were 

found to have significant relationships with participation. 

In 1986, a similar study was conducted with a sample of 

veterinarians in the Province of Ontario. Similar results were 

obtained. Variables were found to be correlated with participation in 

CPE programs conducted away from the home and practice 

environment including: number of dependents; annual income; hours 

of work; perceived value provided by program; and time spent with 
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family. Cost was found to be the major concern for participation in 

CPE away from home for the Ontario sample (Butler, 1988). 

Harnisch ( 1981) found that educational reasons for 

participation by US veterinarians in CPE are multidimensional and 

differ in terms of degree of importance perceived by veterinarians. 

The study also found that professional characteristics are more 

closely related with participation than personal characteristics. 

Research Questions 

From the literature review it was concluded that both empirical 

and theoretical research in CPE was relatively unsophisticated 

methodologically and provided a weak empirically base for future 

conceptual and theoretical development. Little is known how the 

social demographic and psychological factors influence professionals 

decision to participation in the CPE program. Although attitude 

structure towards adult education in general has been investigated 

by several researchers (Blunt, 1983; Darkenwald & Hayes, 1988; 

Hayes & Darkenwald, 1990), no attempt has been made to find 

professionals' attitude structure towards the CPE program. 

Literature failed to report the utility of the Triandis model in 

participation research of CPE. The extended true-score expectancy

value model seems to have greater utility than the traditional model, 

nevertheless, no empirical test has been conducted in the 

participation research of CPE to investigate the relative importance of 

different beliefs. All applications of the behavioral intention models 

in CPE failed to study the utility of the model in terms of actual 
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participation behavior. There is an urgent need to investigate the 

participation in CPE prospectively. As far as non-participants of CPE 

.are concerned, there is also a need to find out what factors 

distinguish participants from non-participants. Research has 

provided evidence of the powerful decision-making technique of the 

AHP. There is no reason to not utilize this technique to investigate 

the factors influencing professionals' decision to participate in the 

CPE program. The study was designed respond to specific 

weaknesses in the research literature by attempting to answer the 

following seven questions: 

1. What are the social demographic and psychological factors 

related to professionals' intention to participate in the CPE 

program? 

2. What is the underlying structure of professionals' belief 

system toward CPE for a group of veterinary professionals? 

3. Which behavioral intention model, Fishbein's or Triandis', is 

most appropriate to predict participation in CPE? 

4. Does the extended true-score expectancy-value model have 

greater utility than the traditional expectancy-value model 

for CPE research? 

5. What is the predictive power of behavioral intention theory 

in terms of participation behavior in the CPE program? 

6. What are the factors which distinguish participants from 

non-participants tn the CPE program? 

7. Can the structure of professionals beliefs yield explanation 

and prediction of CPE participation by the utilization of 

Analytic Hierarchy Process? 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

Design 

This study was designed as a survey with major interrelated 

parts having unique characteristics as follow. 

1. Social demographic and psychological factors influencing 

professionals' participation in CPE were quantified and their 

relationships with participation identified by several statistical 

techniques including correlation analysis, ANOV A, and T -test. 

2. Professionals' attitude towards CPE was measured by the 

scales constructed for the study. Factor analysis was used to 

investigate the underlying structure of professionals' attitude toward 

CPE; this structure revealed three factors which were later used as a 

basis for further analysis. 

3. The study provided a test of the predictive utility of 

behavioral intention theory. Both Fishbein and Triandis' models 

were tested by multiple regression using intention to participate as 

the dependent variable. In addition to using the traditional 

expectancy-value model as a measure of attitude in the behavioral 

intention models, the extended true-score model was also employed. 

The predictive power of behavioral intention theory was further 

explored by discriminant analysis based on observed participation in 

a 1992 CPE program. 
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4. One of the major parts of this study involved the application 

of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique. This process 

included three stages. First, a hypothetical AHP structure was 

developed. A systematic structure of factors affecting participation 

in CPE was constructed. These factors were derived from the 

literature of participation research. The structure was hierarchically 

constructed from the highest level (decision to participate) to the 

basic level (controllable and measurable variables). Psychological 

behavioral intention models were used as a reference in constructing 

the AHP model. 

Second, the hierarchical analysis was conducted. The method of 

pairwise comparisons was used to obtain professionals' beliefs about 

the relative importance of factors influencing their decision to 

participate in the CPE program. Based on the hypothetical AHP 

model and the attitude structure obtained in the previous stage, 

hierarchical analysis was conducted to obtain overall priority 

weights of influencing factors. The matrix of pairwise comparisons 

was obtained on overall judgment of the subjects. The judgments 

given by subjects were tested by consistency index C I. 

Third, the test of the utility of the AHP model. With the overall 

weights obtained tn the hierarchical analysis stage and the 

measurements of each influencing factor, a variable was created and 

labeled as intention value for participation (IVFP). This variable 

represents professionals' overall judgements about the CPE program. 

The utility of the AHP model was then tested. 
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The Population 

The population of this study consisted of all the registered 

members of the Alberta Veterinary Medical Association (A.V.M.A.) 

who were identified as practicing veterinarians. Honorary or life 

members of the A.V.M.A. were eliminated from the survey 

population since they were no longer active practitioners. Employees 

of governments, universities, colleges, and industrial companies were 

excluded. Five hundred and fifty one veterinarians satisfied the 

requirements and were included as the final survey population. 

The CPE Pro&ram 

The organized continuing education program selected was the 

1992 A.V.M.A. Mid-Winter Conference held in Edmonton, January 

23-26, 1992. Two days of the plenary sessions concerned with 

health of large animals, including following topics: data transfer of 

Alberta Dairy Herd Improvement Services (AD HIS) records onto 

various computer programs; nutrition and cow comfort for the 

20,000 pound dairy herd; laminitis and other considerations related 

to the rearing of replacement cattle; recent development in bovine 

viral diarrhea; answering the concerns of urban eaters; developments 

in immunology & molecular biology for infectious disease diagnosis. 

One day was devoted to the health of small animals and included 

topic focused on recent advances in feline medicine. The resource 

persons came from veterinarian practicing, government setting, 

industry, and academy. The program was offered at a major hotel in 
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the capital of the province. A copy of the conference program Is 

included In Appendix C. 

Data Collection Procedure 

A direct mail questionnaire was used as the data collection 

instrument and was administered to subjects approximately one 

month after they were informed of the conference program details. 

The instrument for data collection was developed in several 

stages. First, a preliminary questionnaire was developed based upon 

a review of related research. Second, a panel evaluated the initial 

questionnaire, focusing on the factors affecting veterinarians' 

participation in the organized CPE program. The panel consisted of 

the writer, a professor of continuing education, and a director of 

continuing veterinary education. Third, pilot tests of the 

questionnaire were conducted with 16 veterinarians in the Province 

of Saskatchewan. The subjects of the pre-test were also interviewed 

by the researcher after they had answered the questionnaires. Data 

from the completed questionnaires and interviews were coded and 

reviewed by the panel. Revisions were made to enhance clarity and 

validity. 

Nine days prior to the data questionnaires being mailed, a 

letter (Appendix C) written by Dr. Long, President of the A. V .M.A., 

was mailed to the study population. The letter ad vised veterinarians 

of the survey, emphasized the importance of the study, and 

encouraged each recipient to respond. 
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Questionnaires were mailed directly to the selected population 

with a covering letter written by the researcher (Appendix C). A 

.copy of the A.V.M.A. Mid-Winter Conference program brochure, and 

a stamped, return-addressed envelope were enclosed with each 

questionnaire. 

One month after the mailing, a second copy of the 

questionnaire was mailed to each veterinarian who had failed to 

return the first questionnaire. A letter written by the researcher's 

academic supervisor and the director of the Continuing Veterinary 

Education Section, Western College of Veterinary Medicine, 

University of Saskatchewan accompanied the questionnaire. This 

letter re-emphasized the importance of the study and encouraged 

the subject to respond. 

Six weeks after the questionnaires were first mailed, the CPE 

program concerned, the A. V .M.A. Mid-Winter Conference, was 

offered. The deadline date for accepting questionnaires was set as 

the date one week prior to the start of program. Since the mailing 

time from the respondents' location to the University usually takes 3 

days and therefore all the responses used were made at least ten 

days before the conference. Six questionnaires received after the 

deadline date were not entered into the analysis because the 

intention variable might not have been a valid measure. 

A list of veterinarians who participated in the conference was 

obtained from the program planner after the conference closed. 

Subjects who returned the survey questionnaires were categorized as 

participants or nonparticipants on the basis of their actual 

participation behavior in any part of the program. 
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Of the 551 veterinarians in the study population, 346 ( 62.79%) 

returned their questionnaires before the closing date. Adjusted for 

non-practitioners (n=15); travel, subjects who were away from home 

or who had moved (as indicated by return letters, n=8); incomplete 

questionnaires (n=9) and one respondent who refused to participate 

in the study (n=l), the effective response rate was 63.07%, with 323 

usable responses. Significant dates for data collection are shown in 

Figure 9. 

Figure 9. Data Collection Steps 

(5) Jan 23-26 
CPE Program 

(4) Jan 16, Deadline 

(1) Dec 2, '92 
First Letter 

Dec 1, '91 

(2) Dec 11, '91 
Questionnaire #1 

Dec 15, '91 

Behavioral Intention Models 

Collecting Data 

(3) Jan 10, '92 
Questionnaire #2 

Jan 1, '92 

Treatment 

Jan 15, '92 

In the behavioral intention models, the dependent variables 

were defined as intention to participate and participation behavior, 

predictor variables varied depending on the two treatments based 

upon two different expectancy-value models. The different 
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treatments were mainly for the variable of attitude. The first 

treatment was used in the traditional expectancy-value model, 

where the measure of attitude was considered as one independent 

variable. The second treatment of attitude was in one of the 

extended true-score models which hypothesized that each piece of 

information contributes to attitude differently and therefore all of 

the salient outcomes of participation were the predictor variables. 

Factors obtained from the factor analysis of attitude measures were 

treated as different independent variables to replace the single 

attitude variable. Variables used in the behavioral intention models 

are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Variables and Measurements in the Behavioral 
Intention Models 

Variable 

Name 

Participation 

Behavior 

Intention to 

Participate in '92 

Program 

Intention to 

Participate in '93 

Program 

Intention to 

Participate in '92 & 

'93 Programs 

Affect Attitude 

Cognitive Attitude 

Expectancies on 

Different Factors 

Attitude 

Subjective Social 

Norm 

Subjective 

Personal Norm 

Social Factors 

Habit (Previous 

Participation 

Behavior) 

Symbol 

B 

I 

I 

I 

A 

c 

Measurement 

Observed actual participation 

behavior in '92 CPE program 

One 7 -point Likert scale of 

intention in '92 CPE program 

One 7 -point Likert scale of 

intention in '93 CPE program 

Two 7 -point Likert scales of 

intention in '92 and '93 CPE 

programs 

Semantic Differential 

measures. Eight 7 -point scale 
Expectancy-value measure 

n 

(E-V) <l bixei ) 
i=l 

E-V on Expectancy-value measure 

Aact Either semantic differential 

measure or expectancy-value 

measure 

SSN Both direct and indirect 

measures were used 

SPN Direct measure on one 7-

point scale 

s 
H 

Social role index 

Ratio of the previous 

participation numbers and 

the opportunities to attend 

Use in Use in 
Fishbein Triandis 

Model Model 

No Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes yes 

No Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 
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Hierarchical Analysis Model 

It was assumed that a professionals' intention to participate in 

a CPE program requires a process of decision making in which the 

professional judges different consequences related to the 

participation behavior independently and integrates the judgements 

together. The information structure on which the decision is made 

can be viewed as a hierarchical system. When deciding whether or 

not to participate in a continuing education program, a professional 

might consider relevant consequences, weight and evaluate them, 

and ultimately integrate each piece of information, intentionally or 

subconsciously. This assumption is supported by current 

psychologists' discussions of attitudes. "They emphasize that 

attitudes are hypothetical constructs, that is, internal psychological 

orientations. An attitude is a hypothetical intervening variable that 

acts to organize environmental stimulus" (Robertson, Zielinski, & 

Wald, 1984, p. 246). A professional perceives a stimuli (education 

program and relevant consequences), categorizes the stimulus (to 

participate or not) on the basis of attitude ( learned predisposition) 

and on the evaluation of factors related to the stimuli. The major 

advantage of the hierarchical analysis approach includes not only 

that it provides explanation and predictive utility for participation 

research, but also that it defines a decision making structure tn 

which determinants and evaluation of relevant factors are made tn 

the professionals' mind. 
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Based upon the review and analysis of related research, a 

proposed model of intention hierarchy for participation in the 

.continuing professional education program was constructed. Figure 

10 shows the proposed relationship of variables in the AHP model. 

In this model, basic independent variables were thought to be 

different factors affecting professionals' decision of participation and 

dependent variables were professionals' intention to participate and 

actual behavior. 



~igure 10. A Proposed Model of Intention 
Hierarchy For Participation In CPE 

Participatio 
(Behavior) 

Intention to 
Participate 

Personal 
Workplace Family 

At A2 A3 A4 As A6 A7 As A9 Ato Att A12 At3 At4 

Where A !=improve the quality of professional service, 
A2=learn new professional knowledge, 
A3=gain more professional prestige, 
A4=improve income, 
A5=share idea with peers, 
A6=relevant to professional work, 
A 7=meet personal development priority, 
A8=obtain practical advice, 
A9=the program will be organized well, 

A lO=reasonable registration fee, 
A !!=appropriateness of time schedule, 
A 12=convenient location, 
A 13=peers and colleagues in workplace, 
A 14=professional clientele. 
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Fellows' 
Influence 
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Measurement 

Measurement in AHP Model 

To obtain the matrices of pairwise comparisons, items tn each 

level of the AHP model were compared using seven-point scale. The 

range of 1-7 was selected on several reasons. First, when the items 

being compared are of the same order of magnitude or close together 

with regard to the property used in comparison, the qualitative 

distinctions are meaningful and have an element of precision in 

practice. Second, many social investigations indicate that a ?

category scale is able to distinguish stimuli in general. Third, 7+ 2 

items is the psychological limitation in a simultaneous compartson 

(Saaty, 1980, pp. 56-57). 

The dependent variable--intention value for participation 

(IVFP)--was indirectly measured in the AHP model by averaging 

predictor variables with weights obtained tn the hierarchical 

analysis. The measurements of predictor variables were supplied by 

the behavioral intention models. 

Measurement in Fishbein's Behavioral Intention Model 

Attitude(A act). Both a direct measure and an estimated 

measure of attitude were used. The direct measure of attitude was 

obtained by asking respondents to express their attitude toward the 

act of registering in the CPE program on eight seven-point semantic 

differential items. An estimate of attitude toward the participation 

in CPE was obtained from the summated products of outcome beliefs 
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and evaluation scores when the traditional expectancy-value model 

was employed. When the the extended true-score model was used, 

1he attitude was averaged with weights obtained through multiple 

regression, utilizing each piece of information as a predictor variable. 

This information, i.e. expectancy-value, was obtained by asking 

subjects to indicate their positions by circling the appropriate 

number on each seven-point Likert scale. 

Subjective Social Norm (S S N). Both direct and indirect 

measures were used to quantify the subjective social norm. A direct 

measure of the subjective norm was obtained by asking subjects to 

rank the statement: "Most people who are important to me think I 

should register for the program" on a seven-point probability scale 

(Pryor, 1990, p. 151). Indirect measures of the subjective norm 

were obtained from the summated products of normative belief and 

motivation to comply scores. The strength of normative belief was 

assessed by seven-point scales that relate the probability that each 

of the significant referents wanted the subject to register for the 

program. The same type of scale was used to determine the subject's 

motivation to comply with the referent's wishes. Personal norm was 

also measured on a seven-point probability scale 

Dependent Variable--Intention (1). Two measures of 

behavioral intention to participate were constructed. The first scale 

measured intention to participate in the A. V .M.A. annual conference 

in 1992 and 1993 on two seven-point scale items. The second 

measure consisted of four seven-point scale items which measured 
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respondents' intention to participate in four different local chapter 

conferences. 

Measurement tn Triandis' Behavioral Intention Model 

Dependent Variables (1, B). One of the dependent variables in 

Triandis' model is the same as that in Fishbein's model--behavioral 

intention toward participation in CPE. Another dependent variable is 

the actual participation behavior coded as a binary variable. 

Perceived Consequences of the Behavior (C). In Triandis' 
n 

model, C is similar to lb 1xe 1 in Fishbein's 
i= 1 

model (Jaccardd & 
n 

Davidson, 1975, P.501; Bagozzi, 1982, pp. 574). So lbtxet was used 
i= 1 

as a measure of perceived consequences of the participation. 

Affect Attached to the Behavior (A ). Affect attached 

participation will be measured by asking respondents to express 

their attitude toward the act of registering in the program on eight 

seven-point semantic differential items, as Triandis ( 1971) 

concludes: "The most general method for the measure of affect is 

the Semantic Differential (Osgood et al., 1957)." (p. 47). Eight bipolar 

adjective pairs were selected from the evaluative dimension of the 

semantic differential, including interesting-boring, important-trivial, 

valuable-worthless, pleasing-annoying, positive-negative, beneficial

detrimental, affordable-costly, and, good-bad. 
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Social Factors (S ). As mentioned previously, social factor 

comprises norms, roles, and values. The measures of subjective 

norm and subjective social norm therefore utilized the results in 

Fishbein's model. However. it was concluded that Triandis model 

merely measures the perceived appropriateness of specific behaviors 

for referent groups (N b 1), and that it does not measure the 

motivation to comply (rn 1). In order to compare the two models on 

similar measures, the motivation to comply with the referent groups' 

expectations were multiplied by perceptions of the referent groups' 

beliefs, as used in Fishbein's model. 

It seemed that social roles population were not significantly 

different from each other among the same professional. However, 

several demographic variables may reflect different roles in a 

veterinary professional group. A social index based on certain social 

demographic variables was constructed. The index included the 

following items: employment position, income, years since graduation 

and A. V .M.A. membership, professional and social activities such as 

publications and service in professional association. However, in the 

final stage of data analysis the social role index was re-constructed to 

include only those variables that were significantly correlated with 

participation in CPE program. Those variables which failed to 

correlate with participation in the CPE program were excluded. 

Habits (H). The habits of performing the participation behavior 

tn continuing professional education program was defined as 

previous experience of participation tn the A. V .M.A. Mid-Winter 

Conference. It was a direct measure of the number of times the 
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respondent had attended the A. V .M.A. conferences during the 

previous five years. However, this variable was coded as a ratio of 

.the number of times the respondent had participated in the previous 

conferences given the respondents' possible opportunities of 

attendance since joining the A.V.M.A. Subjects who became 

members on different dates had different possible chances to 

participate in the programs. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The procedures used for data analysis are described in the 

order in which they were designed to answer each of the research 

questions of the thesis. 

Question 1. What are the social demographic and psychological 

factors related to professionals' intention to participate in the CPE 

program? 

To answer this research question, several statistical techniques 

were used to determine the relationships between psychological 

measures and demographic variables and participation. First, 

Pearson product moment correlation analysis was used to assess the 

direction, magnitude and strength of the linear relationship between 

the dependent variable of intention to participate in CPE, attitude 

scales, subjective norms, social role, and demographic characteristics. 

Second, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the 

relationship between intention to participate in CPE and two nominal 

variables, sex and employment status. 

Question 2. What is the underlying structure of the 

respondents' belief system toward CPE? 

Exploratory factor analysis was 

underlying structure of respondents 

used 

attitude 

to determine 

towards CPE 

the 

as 

measured by the semantic differential and expectancy-value scales. 
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The results of the attitude structure analysis provided the basis for 

further analysis. 

Question 3. Which behavioral intention model, Fishbein's or 

Triandis', is most appropriate to predict participation in CPE? 

Question 4. Does the extended true-score expectancy-value 

model have greater utility than the traditional expectancy-value 

model for CPE research? 

Questions 3 and 4 were addressed by regression analyses. 

Multiple regression analysis was used to investigate the utility of 

both Fishbein's and Triandis' behavioral intention models as well as 

models based upon two attitude measurements, traditional and 

extended true-score models. By using this statistical technique, the 

relationship between the dependent variable of intention to 

participate in the CPE program and independent variables of attitude, 

and subjective norm scales were determined. The relative 

contribution of each independent variable in the behavioral intention 

model was also provided by the variable weights in the regression 

equation. 

Question 5. What is the predictive power of behavioral 

intention theory tn terms of participation behavior in the 1992 CPE 

program? 

Discriminant analysis was used to test the predictive power of 

behavioral intention theory. Variables in the model which had the 

highest multiple correlation with intention to participate as revealed 

in regression analysis were used in the discriminant analysis. The 

goal of the discriminant analysis was to compare participants with 

non-participants in such a way as to force the group membership 
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(participants vs non-participants) to be as statistically distinct as 

possible. The predictive power of the behavioral intention theory 

,.was based upon the percentage of respondents classified correctly by 

the predictor variables. In addition, this analysis procedure 

determined which variables could collectively best distinguish 

between the two groups. 

Question 6. What are the factors which distinguish participants 

and non-participants in the CPE program? 

T -tests were conducted to determine whether there were 

significant differences between participants and nonparticipants on 

scales of attitude, subjective norms, social role and demographic 

factors so as to find the social demographic and psychological factors 

that distinguish participants from non-participants in the CPE 

program. 

Question 7. Can the structure of professionals beliefs yield 

explanation and prediction of CPE participation by the utilization of 

Analytic Hierarchy Process? 

To examine the AHP technique and its application in CPE 

participation research, different analysis methods were utilized. 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was first employed to determine 

the relative weights of factors influencing professionals' decisions to 

participate in the A. V .M.A. CPE program. These weights were treated 

as a priori weights in comparing the AHP model with the behavioral 

intention model. The consistency of the subjects' judgements were 

also assessed. Multiple regression analysis was performed again 

with standardized predictor variables in order to compare the 

weights obtained from analysis based on behavioral intention theory 
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and the weights obtained from the AHP. Utility of the AHP was 

further tested by correlation analysis between direct measures of 

intention to participate and Intention Value for Participation (IVFP) 

obtained tn AHP, which reflected respondents overall judgements 

about the CPE program. 

Description of Respondents 

While a total of 323 responses were usable for data analysis, 

some respondents failed to provide responses on certain scales. 

Table 4 provides a summary of the demographic data collected. 

The largest proportion of respondents (29.4%) were between 

the ages of 31 to 35 and 90.3% were between the age of 26 and 50. 

Over eight out of ten (83.6%) were full time veterinary practitioners. 

Females (38.1%) accounted for a considerable proportion of the total 

respondents. The majority ( 69.1%) of the respondents worked in 

group practice. Only 16.6% of the respondents were practicing as 

solo veterinarians and 4.4% as locums. The largest proportion of 

respondents reported annual incomes in the range of $35,000-

$44,999 (26.3%) and $45,000-$54,999 (13.8%). 
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Table 4. Demographic Characteristics of Respondents 

(N=323) 
Characteristics Frequency Proportion Adjusted for 

(%) Missings(%) 

Age (Mean = 38.1, S. D. =8.2) 

< 30 50 15.5 16.0 

31-35 92 28.5 29.4 

36-40 57 17.6 18.2 

41-45 63 19.5 20.1 

46-50 28 8.7 8.9 

51-55 14 4.3 4.5 

>56 9 2.8 2.9 

Missing 10 3.1 

Sex 

Male 193 59.8 61.9 

Female 119 36.8 38.1 

Missing 1 1 3.4 

Employment Position in Practice 

Principal 44 13.6 14.0 

Partner in a group 78 24.1 24.8 

Employee in group 95 29.4 30.3 

Solo practitioner 52 16.1 16.6 

Locum 14 4.3 4.4 

"Other" position 31 9.6 9.9 

Missing 9 2.8 
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Table 4. Demographic Characteristics of Respondents (continued) 

Characteristics Frequency Proportion 
(%) 

Full-time 260 80.5 

Part-time 51 15.8 

Missing 12 3.7 

Adjusted for 
Missings(%) 

83.6 

16.4 

Number of A VMA conferences attended in Last 5 Years 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

139 

73 

52 

31 

19 

9 

Estimated Annual Income 

under $15,000 

$15,000-$24,999 

$25,000-$34,999 

$35,000-$44,999 

$45,000-$54,999 

$55,000-$64,999 

$65,000-$7 4,999 

$75,000-$84,999 

$85,000-$94,999 

$95,000-$105,000 

over $105,000 

19 

24 

28 

78 

41 

24 

27 

25 

10 

6 

15 

43.0 

22.6 

16.1 

9.6 

5.9 

2.8 

5.9 

7.4 

8.7 

24.1 

12.7 

7.4 

8.4 

7.7 

3.1 

1.9 

4.6 

Missing 2 6 8.0 
Median = $55,000-$64,999 

43.0 

22.6 

16.1 

9.6 

5.9 

2.8 

6.4 

8.1 

9.4 

26.3 

13.8 

8.1 

9.1 

8.4 

3.4 

2.0 

5.1 
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Table 4. Demographic Characteristics of Respondents (continued) 

Characteristics Frequency 

before 1960 

1960-1965 

1966-1970 

1971-1975 

1976-1980 

1981-1985 

after 1985 

Mode=1980 

Member of A VMA since: 

before 1960 

1960-1965 

1966-1970 

1971-1975 

1976-1980 

1981-1985 

after 1985 
Mode = 1981 

7 

1 3 

13 

59 

47 

85 

99 

5 

13 

9 

52 

47 

80 

117 

Previous Participation Behavior 

Proportion 
(%) 

2.2 

4.0 

4.0 

18.3 

14.6 

26.3 

30.6 

1.5 

4.0 

2.8 

16.1 

14.6 

24.8 

36.2 

Adjusted for 
Missings(%) 

2.2 

4.0 

4.0 

18.3 

14.6 

26.3 

30.6 

1.5 

4.0 

2.8 

16.1 

14.6 

24.8 

36.2 

One of the surprising findings of this study was that a high 

proportion ( 43.0%) of the respondents had never participated in an 

A. V .M.A. annual conference during the preceding five years, and 

more than one-fifth (22.6%) of the respondents had only attended 
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once during this five year period. Veterinarians who participated 

more than three times out of a five possible opportunities were only 

.a small proportion (18.3%) of the study population. 

The majority (56.9%) of the respondents received the degree of 

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine in the last decade. Similarly 61.0% 

reported being a member of the A.V.M.A. for ten years or less. A 

large proportion (36.2%) joined the A.V.M.A. only during the last 6 

years. Simply reporting the number of times respondents had 

previously participated would not accurately reflect the respondents' 

previous opportunities for participation and would not reflect true 

participation behavior. The level previous participation in A. V .M.A. 

Mid-Winter Conferences as a proportion of the opportunities 

provided as determined by years of membership in the A.V .M.A. for 

all respondents are presented in Table 5. A large proportion (range 

from 45% to 88% of the sub-populations) of the subjects who joined 

the A.V.M.A. in the previous 5 years did not participate in any 

association's annual conference. Approximately 30% of the subjects 

who had five opportunities to participate in prior conferences had 

attended none. A new variable was created as the ratio of the 

number conferences attended and the number of opportunities 

available. This variable was used as an indicator of prior 

participation experience in later data analyses. The proportions of 

respondents who attended the conference in each year are shown tn 

Table 6. It can be concluded that about one-third of the respondents 

have been active participants in the A. V .M.A.'s annual conference 

over last five years. 



Table 5. Previous Participation and Opportunities to Participate in the CPE Programs 

Year Opportu- # of Number and Percentage of Participants 
became 
member nities subjects 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

Pre-1987 5 219 64(29.2%) 50(22.8%) 47(21.7%) 30(13.7%) 19(08.7%) 9(4.1 %) 

1987 4 20 10_(50.0%) 8(40.0%) 2(10.0%) 0(00.0%) 0(00.0%) 

1988 3 11 5(45.5%1 3{27.3%)_ 0(00.0%) 1109.1 %} 

1989 2 22 18(81.8%) 4(18.2%) 1(03.8%) 

1990 1 26 20(76.9%) 5(19.2%) 

1991 0-1 25 22(88.0%) 3(12.0%) 

Total 323 139(43%) 73(22.6%) 52(16.1%) 31(9.6%) 19(5.9%) 9(2.8%) 

Note: Percentages are shown in brackets. Subjects who joined the A.V.M.A. in the 
last year would have had different chances to participate in the 1991 annual conferences 
since subjects who joined the Association before the program was offered that year 
would have one more chance to participate than those who became a member after the 
conference was held. 

.....,] 

.....,] 



Table 6. Proportion of Respondents who Participated in 
A VMA Mid-Winter Conferences in Last 5 years 

78 

# of Number of Percentage of 
Year 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

Respondents 

219 

239 

250 

272 

298 

323 

Participants 

96 

73 

84 

50 

83 

109 

Respondents 
Participating 

43.8 

30.5 

33.6 

18.4 

27.9 

33.7 

Reliability and Validity of the Psycholo2ical Measures 

Reliability refers to the extent to which a measure performs 

consistently. The reliability of psychological scales in the behavioral 

intention models were assessed using Cronbach's a model in the 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS Inc., 1983). Three 

scales measuring extended expectancy-value were constructed 

according to the results of the factor analysis which will be discussed 

later. The coefficient alphas obtained for the measures ranged from 

0.5375 to 0.9221. The results of the reliability analysis are shown in 

Table 7. It was concluded that the reliability of all the measures was 

acceptable. The Pearson product moment correlation coefficient 

between the direct measure and indirect measure of subjective social 

norm scale was 0.67 (p<0.01). 
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Table 7. Reliability of the Measures 

Name of the Measures Number of Number of Coefficient 
Items the Cases a 

Intention to participate 2 320 .5375 
in '92 and '93 programs 

Intention to participate 4 323 .6563 
in 4 local programs 

Previous Participation 5 323 .6563 

Attitude (S. D. Measure) 8 305 .9217 

Attitude (E-V Measure) 12 315 .8477 

Expectancy-Value (E-V) on 6 316 .9221 
Factor Program Relevance 

Expectancy-Value (E-V) on 3 321 .6371 
Factor Program Benefit 

Expectancy-Value (E-V) on 2 319 .5481 
Factor Program Accessibility 

Subjective Social Norm 4 304 .8073 

To test the validity of the scales in the behavioral intention 

models in terms of predicting participation behavior, scores on these 

scales were correlated with the variable of previous participation 

behavior. This variable was constructed as the ratio of the number 

of conferences attended and the number of opportunities available. 

Previous participation was selected as the criterion variable because 

it directly reflects respondents previous participation behavior in the 

A.V.M.A. CPE programs. Table 8 shows the correlations between 

psychological scales and the criterion variable previous participation. 

With the exceptions of expectancy-value on program accessibility, 

direct measure of subjective social norm, and intention to participate 
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In four local programs, the correlations were In the anticipated 

directions and were statistically beyond the 0.05 level. 

Table 8. Validity of the Measures 

N arne of the Measures 

Intention to participate 
in '92 and '93 programs 

Intention to participate 
in 4 local programs 

Attitude (S. D. Measure) 

Attitude (E-V Measure) 

Expectancy-Value (E-V) on 
Factor Program Relevance 

Expectancy-Value (E-V) on 
Factor Program Benefit 

Expectancy-Value (E-V) on 
Factor Program Accessibility 

Subjective Social Norm 
(direct measure) 

Subjective Social Norm 
(indirect measure) 

Subjective Personal Norm 
* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 

Criterion Variable 
Previous Participation 

.3104** 

.0537 

.1667** 

.1379* 

.1224* 

.1240* 

.0508 

.0844 

.1307* 

.3092** 

In brief, the correlations between scales to be used in the 

behavioral intention model analyses and the criterion variable were 

in the predicted directions and the majority were statistically 

significant. Since the intention to participate in four future local CPE 

programs failed to give a valid indication of participation behavior, 

this dependent variable was excluded from further analyses. The 

above results supported the concurrent validity of the measures in 
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study. The results also indicate there is a need to develop more valid 

measures on several independent variables, especially for the factor 

~of program accessibility and the direct measure measure of 

subjective social norm. 

Correlation Analysis 

Relationships between Psychological Measures and 

Demographic Variables 

In this section, the relationships between psychological 

measures and demographic variables are examined. First, Pearson 

product moment correlation coefficients were calculated to identify 

the direction and strength of relationships between the variables. 

Measures on intention to participate in the CPE program, attitude 

scales, subjective social norms, and subjective personal norm are 

correlated with demographic variables including: age, length of time 

since graduation (D.V.M.), length of membership in the A.V.M.A., 

employment position level, annual income, social participation index, 

and previous participation behavior in CPE. The correlation matrix is 

presented in Table 9. As shown in the table, most of the 

demographic variables are not highly correlated with the 

psychological measures associated with the CPE program. However, 

several interesting findings are revealed. 

Age was positively but not significantly correlated with the 

intention to participate in the immediate future CPE programs and 

was negatively associated with the cognitive attitude (p<0.05) 
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towards the CPE program. As respondent age increased, the score on 

emotion of "good" and judgement of "cost" increased (p<0.05), while 

,scores on two beliefs about two outcomes of the CPE program 

decreased. These two beliefs are: "improve veterinary service", and 

"learn new professional know ledge". Similar results were obtained 

for the variable of time since receiving the D.V.M. degree which had 

negative relationships with beliefs that attending the CPE program 

would "improve veterinary service" (p<O.Ol), be "relevant to work" 

(p<0.05), "meet professional development priority" (p<0.05), and be 

held at a "convenient location" (p<0.05). Length of time since 

receiving the D.V.M. degree also correlated positively with the 

semantic differential measure of attitude of "interesting" and "good" 

(p<0.05). These results show that as age and the time since receiving 

the degree (they are, as might be expected, highly correlated) 

increased, the respondents tended to have negative judgements 

about the A.V.MA.'s annual CPE program. Their participation in the 

program can probably be viewed as the results of their expectations 

that in broad evaluative terms the program would be interesting or 

boring and good or bad? 



Table 9. Correlation Matrix of Demographics With 
Scales on Intention, Attitude, Subjective Norms 

Age Time Since Member of Employment Annual Social Par- Previous 
D.V.M. A.V.M.A. ~osition income ticiQation ParticiQat'n 

Intention ('92 & '93) .0475 .0630 .1329* .1306* -.0203 .1588* .3104** 

Intention ('92) .0677 .0770 .1372* .0893 -.03 82 .1115 .2176** 

Intention r932 -.0051 .0144 .0709 .1484** .0162 .1731** .3362** 

Attitude (S. D. measure) .0378 .0908 .1251 * .0695 . 0068 .1524** .1667** 

Attitude (E-V measure) -.1212* -.1147* -.0989 .0583 .0491 .0679 .1379* 

Social Norm(4 reference -.0016 .0061 -.0137 -.0413 -.0225 .0246 .1307* 
group measure) 

Social Norm(direct .0749 .0745 .0640 -.0560 -.0442 .0203 .0844 
Measure) 

Personal Norm .0937 .1023 .1298* .1194* .0678 .1364* .3092** 

Four Referent Groups 

Clients -.0367 -.0430 -.0634 -.0327 -.0095 .0147 .0102 

Colleagues at Work -.0163 -.0118 -.0247 .0123 -.0640 -.0094 .1680** 

Family Member .0142 .0470 .0463 -.0236 .0294 .0609 .0843 

Fellows in Association .0335 .0096 -.0106 -.0673 -.0369 .0021 .1450** 

* p < .05; ** p < 0.01. 
00 
w 



Table 9. Correlation Matrix of Demographics With 
Scales on Intention, Attitude, Subjective Norms(continued) 

Semantic Differential 
Scales (Cognitive 
Attitude) 

Age 

Interesting-Boring .0682 

Important-Trivial -.0032 

Valuable-Worthless .0003 

Pleasing-Annoying .0021 

Positive-Negative -.0017 

Beneficial-Detrimental -.0030 

Affordable:Costly .0266 

Good-Bad .1178* 

* p < .05; ** p < 0.01. 

Time Since Member of Employment Annual Social Par- Previous 
D.V.M. A.V.M.A. position income ticipation Participat'n 

.1142* 

.0229 

.0597 

.0296 

.0441 

.0196 

.0833 

.1577* 

.1242* -.0458 -.0908 

.0499 .0278 -.0657 

.0820 .0497 -.0653 

.0667 .0776 .0260 

.0664 .0794 -.0087 

.0436 .0219 -.0651 

.1285* .1699** .1962** 

.1849** .0787 .0356 

.1086 

.0494 

.1253* 

.1171* 

.1436* 

.0662 

.1690** 

.1707** 

.1080 

.1085 

.1258* 

.1070 

.1284* 

.1214* 

.2064** 

.2013** 

00 
~ 



Table 9. Correlation Matrix of Demographics With 
Scales on Intention, Attitude, Subjective Norms(continued) 

Expectancy-Value Scales A Time Since Member of Employment Annual Social Par- Previous 
(Cognitive Attitude) ge D.V.M. A.V.M.A. position income ticipation Participat'n 

Improve veterinary 
service 

-.1615** -.1729** -.1765** -.0197 -.0957 -. 0211 

Learn new professional -.1224* -.0997 
knowledge 

Gain more professional _. 02 3 5 -. 04 2 6 
prestige 

Share idears with peers .0256 .0319 

Improve income .1031 .1087 

Relevant to my work _ .1 051 -.1125 * 

Provide practical -. 0191 -. 0402 
information 

Meet my professional _ 0829 -.113 8 * 
development priorities · 

Attend a excellent .0256 .0191 
conference 

Cost substantial expense .1446* .1 002 

Conflict my work .0246 .0006 
schedule 

Location is convenient _ .1 07 6 - .1160* 

* p < .05; ** p < 0.01. 

-.1058 

-.0644 

.0471 

.0888 

-.0881 

-. 03 81 

-.1008 

.0119 

.0645 

-.0100 

-.0794 

-.0995 

.0031 

.0081 

.2078** 

-.0707 

.0606 

.1495* 

.2578** 

.0082 

-.0421 

.1869** 

.1145* 

.0758 -.0188 .0430 

- . 0 5 14 - . 0 7 6 8 .1 009 

.0170 -.0164 -.0220 

.0008 .0023 .0447 

-.14 73 ** -.2424** -.0458 

-.0601 .0236 -.0750 

.0117 -.0626 -.0982 

.1054 

.0899' 

.0685 

.1449** 

.0566 

.0923 

.0855 

.0926 

.1446** 

-.0322 

-.0465 

-.0589 

00 
U\ 
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Length of time since becoming a member of the A.V.M.A. was 

positively and significantly associated with the intention to 

~participate in the 1992 CPE program (p<0.05), affect attitude(p<0.05), 

and personal norm (p<0.05). Understandably, the longer the 

veterinarians were members of the association, the greater their 

positive affect attitude and personal feelings about the association's 

annual conference . 

Although employment position and annual income were 

significantly correlated (r=0.3905, p < 0.01), they seemed to influence 

the intention to participate in the CPE program differently. 

Employment position had a positive relationship with intention to 

participate in the 1992 CPE program (p<0.01) and personal norm 

(p<0.05). Employment position was not correlated with the 

attitudinal scales, and only significantly correlated with cost factor 

(in affect attitude scale, "affordable", and "improve income", "cost 

substantial expense" in cognitive attitude). It might be concluded 

that veterinarians in higher level employment positions view their 

participation in the CPE program as a means to improve income and 

to fulfil their personal obligations. Annual income failed to be 

significantly correlated with most of the psychological measures. It 

was not surprising to find that income was negatively associated 

with the expectation that the costs of attending would be substantial. 

Those veterinarians who earned most from their practices are better 

able to afford the costs of the program. In summary, veterinarians 

in higher employment positions earn more than other veterinarians 

and they expect to improve their income most as a consequence of 

attending the CPE program. Consequently, veterinarians in higher 
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employment positions expressed stronger intentions to participate in 

the future CPE programs. 

Both the social participation index score and previous 

participation in CPE programs were significantly correlated with the 

intention to participate in the future CPE programs (see Table 9). 

However, they were differently associated with the attitudinal 

measures. They were both correlated with measures on affect 

attitude and personal norm. Previous participation was correlated 

with measures of cognitive attitude and social norms with two 

referent groups (colleagues, p<O.Ol; fellows in the association, 

p<O.Ol), while social participation index was only significantly 

associated with two beliefs about the participation in the CPE 

program: "share ideas with peers" (p<O.Ol) and "improve income" 

(p<0.05). Veterinarians with the highest social participation scores 

and those who had participated the most in previous CPE programs 

reported the strongest intentions to participate. 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to test the relationship 

between intention to participate in the CPE program, gender, and 

employment status (i.e. full-time or part-time). The results are 

shown in the Table 10. Gender and employment status were 

demonstrated not to have significant effects on intention to 

participate in the future CPE programs. 



Table 10. ANOV A Results for Intentions by 
Gender and Employment Status 

Dependent 
Variables 

Intention ('92) 

Intention ('93) 

Intention 
('92 & '93) 

Main Effect 

3.82(F=0.65) 

3.97(F=1.83) 

10.76(F=0.98) 

Source of Variance (Mean Square) 

Gender (A) 

6.08(F=1.04) 

.03(F= .02) 

5.23(F=.478) 

Employment 
Status (B) 

0.17(F= .029) 

6.8(F=3.20) 

9.67(F=.884) 

Intention 149.52(F=5.69**) 161.59(F=6.15*) 219.75(F=8.36**) 
(4 local prgms) 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 
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AxB 

3.52(F= .603) 

3.28(F= 1.54) 

12.55(F= 1.146) 

0.09(F=.003) 

To summarize, only two of the demographic variables, 

employment position and social participation were observed to be 

significantly correlated with the intention to participate in future CPE 

programs. Accordingly only these two variables were considered as 

appropriate to be included in the social role scale in the Triandis 

model of behavioral intention. The Pearson product moment 

correlation coefficient between social participation scale and 

employment position was 0.1315 (p < 0.05). 

Relationship Between Intention to Participate tn Future CPE Pro~ram 

and Attitude and Subjective Norms 

Pearson product moment correlation analysis was employed to 

assess the relationships among intention to participate in the future 

CPE programs with attitudinal, social norm, and personal norm scales. 

The results are reported in Table 11. Scales of affect attitude and 

subjective social norms are all highly correlated with the intentions 
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to participate in the A.V.M.A.'s annual programs within the next two 

years. In addition, cognitive attitude and subjective personal norm 

.were significantly associated with intention to participate in the next 

two years programs. 

Table 11. Correlation of Intention With 
Attitude, Subjective Norms 

Intention Intention Intention 
('92) ('93) ('92 & '93) 

Attitude (S. D. measure) .5749** .4208** .6132** 

Interesting-Boring .4999** .3497** .5267** 

lmportan t- Trivial .4633** .3475** .5033** 

Valuable-Worthless .5222** .4000** .5687** 

Pleasing-Annoying .4625** .3372** .4919** 

Positive-Negative .4673** .3250** .4932** 

Benefit-Detrimental .5030** .3605** .5297** 

Affordable-Costly .2985** .3106** .3515** 

Good-Bad .5237** .3380** .5374** 
** p < 0.01 



Table 11. Correlation Matrix of Intention 
With Attitude, Subjective Norms (continued) 

Attitude (E-V measure) 

Improve veterinary 
service 

Learn new professional 
knowledge 

Gain more professional 
prestige 

Share ideas with peers 

Improve income 

Relevant to my work 

Provide practical 
information 

Meet my professional 
development priorities 

Attend an excellent 
conference 

Cost substantial expense 

Conflict with my work 
schedule 

Location is convenient 

Social Norm(with 4 
reference groups) 

Clients 

Colleagues at Work 

Family Member 

Fellows in Association 

Social Norm(direct 
measure) 

Personal Norm 

* p < 0.05 

** p < 0.01 

Intention 
('92) 

.5271 ** 

.3744** 

.4034** 

.1604** 

.2623** 

.1329* 

.4412** 

.4261 ** 

.3870** 

.4296** 

-.0875 

-.1145* 

.3456** 

.3723** 

.2159** 

.4404** 

.3133** 

.2205** 

.3434** 

.5859** 

Intention 
('93) 

.3551 ** 

.2984** 

.2519** 

.1441 * 

.1971 ** 

.0989 

.2930** 

.2681 ** 

.2965** 

.2725** 

-.1218* 

.0015 

.1401 * 

.3618** 

.1961 ** 

.3506** 

.2772** 

.3541 ** 

.2427** 

.4721 ** 
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Intention 
('92 & '93) 

.5425** 

.4089** 

.4119** 

.1908** 

.2775** 

.1438** 

.4545** 

.4338** 

.4118** 

.4355** 

-.1096 

-.0770 

.0318** 

.4303** 

.2420** 

.4745** 

.3524** 

.3168** 

.3593** 

.6363** 
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Analysis of Attitude Toward CPE 

. To identify the underlying psychological dimensions of attitude 

toward CPE, the semantic differential and expectancy-value scales 

were subjected to exploratory factor analysis. Means and standard 

deviations of all the scale items are reported in Appendix A. 

Several factor analysis techniques are available in the Statistical 

Package for Social Sceince (SPSS Inc., 1983 ). Different extraction 

methods will yield different solutions. Principal Components Analysis 

was selected to identify the constructs and Kaiser's criterion was 

chosen to determine the number of constructs to be extracted. That is 

only constructs having latent roots (eigenvalues) greater than one 

were considered as common constructs. 

Only one construct was extracted for the semantic differential 

scale items, indicating a satisfactory unidimensional structure of affect 

attitude towards the CPE program. Three constructs with eigenvalues 

greater than one were extracted for the expectancy-value scales. The 

results indicated that the respondents cognitions concerning the CPE 

program were multidimensional with one dominant and two 

subordinate underlying constructs. The cumulative variance 

accounted for by the three-construct solution was 64%.(See Table 12). 

Item 12, "participating in the conference will be easy for me because 

of its convenient location" with a loading of .3715 did not meet the 

minimum level of .40 and failed to load significantly on any of 

the three constructs extracted. The three constructs were labeled: 
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Relevance, Benefit, and Accessibility. The individual items comprising 

each construct and their loadings are shown in Table 12. 

Construct 1, Program Relevance, consisted of six items related 

to the perception of the educational program's relevance. All of 

these items had high loadings on the construct ranging from .7742 to 

.8595. Although these six items differ from each other in terms of 

semantical meanings, they all reflect respondents' beliefs about the 

relevance of the program to their professional practice. This 

construct contributed 43.3% of the total variance. 

Construct 2, Program Benefit, consisted of only three items 

reflecting the perceived benefit of participation in the CPE program 

and contributed 11.9% of the total variance. Two items, "gaining 

more professional prestige" and "allow me to share ideas with peers" 

appear to reflect a belief about the personal prestige benefit 

provided by the program, and the item "improve my veterinary 

income" reflects a professional income benefit. The item loadings 

were satisfactory ranging from .6557 to . 7957. 

Construct 3, Program Accessibility, included two items 

representing opinions about the accessibility or lack of barriers to 

attending the program. Item "conflict with my work schedule" 

reflects the appropriateness of the time that the program is offered. 

Item "costs substantial expense" indicates the direct cost (registration 

fee) and indirect cost (income loss in practice). These two beliefs 

were characterized as barriers to participation or the CPE program's 

perceived accessibility. Although the two items had satisfactory 

loadings of .6490 and . 7249 with only two items, contributing only 

8.9% of the variance and with an eigenvalue of 1.06 this construct is 
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underdetermined. Future studies will need to expand the number of 

items for both constructs two and three to ensure that benefit and 

accessibility might become more reliable measures. In view of the 

exploratory nature of this study it was decided that while one 

construct was clearly dominant the three construct solution would be 

used to test the extended true-score expectancy value model in the 

subsequent analysis of Triandis and Fishbein's behavioral intention 

models. 

Table 12. Expectancy-Value Scale Construct 
Loadings After Orthogonal (Varimax) Rotation 

Original I II III H2 
Scales Relevance Benefit AccessibilityCommunalities 

item # 

1 Improve veterinary .8261 .1996 -.0668 .7268 service 

2 Learn new professional 
.8366 .1774 -.1459 .7526 knowledge 

6 Relevant to my work 
.8327 .1697 .0534 .7250 

7 Provide practical 
information .8595 .1505 -.0033 .7615 

8 Meet my professional 
.7777 .2648 -.0837 .6820 development priorities 

9 Attend an excellent .7742 .3034 -.0660 .6915 conference 

3 Gain more professional 
.1599 .7957 -.1489 .6809 prestige 

4 Share ideas with peers 
.2774 .6557 .0932 .5155 

5 Improve income .2927 .7139 -.1289 .6120 

10 Cost substantial expense* 
-.0617 .0343 .8485 .7249 

11 Conflict my work 
-.0451 -.1678 .7866 .6490 

schedule* 

12 Location is convenient .3715 .1276 -.0427 .1561 

Eigenvalue 5.19 1.42 1.06 

Variance 43.3% 11.9% 8.9% 64.0% 



Behavioral Intention Models 

Multiple Regression Analysis 
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Multiple regression was used to test the predictive utility of 

two behavioral intention models. Both the Fishbein and Triandis 

models were tested to determine which was the best predictor of 

respondents' intention to participate in the CPE programs within the 

next two years ( 1992 and 1993) and the 1992 program. The 

program utilized to conduct the analysis was the SPSS direct entry 

regression procedure (SPSS Inc., 1983). Tables 13 and 14 show the 

results respectively of the prediction of intention to participate in the 

1992 and 1993 (combined) CPE program and the 1992 program for 

the Fishbein model. Results of the prediction of intention to 

participate in the 1992 and 1993 (combined) CPE program and the 

1992 program for Triandis model are presented in Tables 15 and 16. 

In the extended true-score expectancy-value model, 

multidimensional judgement scales used in the multiple regression 

were based upon the results of the factor analysis. Three variables 

entered into the analysis were derived from the factor analysis. 

Factor scores for program relevance, program benefit, and program 

accessibility were generated for each respondent and entered as 

independent variables. 



# 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Table 13. Prediction oflntention to Participate in '92 and '93 
(Combined) CPE Programs by Different Attitude Measures in 

Fishbein Model 
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Variables in the Regression Equation Analysis of Variance 

Variable ~ T F R R2 

Attitude (S.D. measure) 0.5611 12.4*** F(2, 294)= 0.665 0.429 

Subjective Social Norm 0.2351 5.2*** 110.3*** 
(direct measure) 

Attitude (S.D. measure) 0.5345 11.7*** F(2, 286)= 0.669 0.448 

Subjective Social Norm 0.2805 6.1*** 116.2*** 
(indirect measure) 

Attitude (E-V measure) 0.4745 9.2*** F(2, 306)= 0.565 0.319 

Subjective Social Norm 0.1723 3.4*** 71.8*** 
(direct measure) 

Attitude (E-V measure) 0.4367 7.8*** F(2, 297)= 0.570 0.325 

Subjective Social Norm 0.2050 3.6*** 71.5*** 
(indirect measure) 

Expectancy-Value on 0.4541 7.9*** F(4, 305)= 0.566 0.321 Factor Relevance 35.9*** 

Expectancy-Value on -0.0098 -0.2 
Factor Benefit 

Expectancy-Value on 0.1850 l 3.8*** 
Factor Accessibility 

Subjective Social Norm 0.2067 3.9*** 
(direct measure) 

Expectancy-Value on 0.4091 6.4*** F(4, 296)= 0.568 0.323 Factor Relevance 35.3*** 

Expectancy-Value on 0.0043 0.03 
Factor Benefit 

Expectancy-Value on 0.1673 3.4*** 
Factor Accessibility 

Subjective Social Norm 0.2264 4.1 *** 
(indirect measure) .. 

Analyses 1 to 4 were conducted under the traditional model of attitude measure; 
analyses 5, 6 were conducted under the extended true-score model. 

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. 



# I 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Table 14. Prediction of Intention to Participate in the '92 CPE 
Program by Different Attitude Measures in Fishbein Model 
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Variables in the Regression Equation Analysis of Variance 

Variable ~ T F R R2 

Attitude (S.D. measure) 0.5216 11.1 *** F(2, 294)= 0.616 0.379 

Subjective Social Norm 0.2273 4.8*** 89.9*** 
(direct measure) 

Attitude (S. D. measure) 0.5106 10.5*** F(2, 286)= 0.615 0.379 

Subjective Social Norm 0.2289 4.7*** 87.2*** 
(indirect measure) 

Attitude (E-V measure) 0.4637 8.9*** F(2, 306)= 0.547 0.299 

Subjective Social Norm 0.1606 3.1 ** 65.4*** 
(direct measure) 

Attitude (E-V measure) 0.4565 8.0*** F(2, 297)= 0.539 0.292 

Subjective Social Norm 0.1367 2.4* 61.1 *** 
(indirect measure) 

Expectancy-Value on 0.4454 7.6*** F(4, 305)= 0.548 0.301 Factor Relevance 32.8*** 

Expectancy-Value on -0.0256 -0.4 
Factor Benefit 

Expectancy-Value on 0.1916 3.9*** 
Factor Accessibility 

Subjective Social Norm 0.2001 3.8*** 
(direct measure) 

Expectancy-Value on 0.4262 6.7*** F(4, 296)= 0.536 0.287 Factor Relevance 29.8*** 

Expectancy-Value on -0.0043 -0.1 
Factor Benefit 

Expectancy-Value on 0.1789 3.6*** 
Factor Accessibility 

Subjective Social Norm 0.1630 2.9* 
(indirect measure) .. 

Analyses 1 to 4 were conducted under the traditional model of attitude measure; 
analyses 5, 6 were conducted under the extended true-score model. 

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. 
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1 

2 

3 
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Table 15. Prediction of Intention to Participate in '92 and '93 
(Combined) CPE Programs by Different Attitude Measures in 

Triandis' Model 
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Variables in the Regression Equation Analysis of Variance 

Variable ~ T F R R2 

~ffect Attitude(S.D. measure) 0.3471 6.8*** F(5, 285)= 0.751 0.564 
Cognitive Attitude 0.0841 1.6 73.8*** 

(E-V measure) 

Subjective Social Norm 
0.1335 3.1** (direct measure) 

Subjective Personal Norm 0.3846 8.2*** 

Social Role Index 0.0692 1.7+ 

!Affect Attitude(S.D. measure) 0.3525 6.8*** F(5, 282)= 0.746 0.557 
Cognitive Attitude 

0.0854 1.5 71.1*** (E-V measure) 

Subjective Social Norm 
0.1065 2.2* (indirect measure) 

Subjective Personal Norm 0.3705 7.4*** 

Social Role Index 0.0676 1.6+ 

~ffect Attitude(S.D. measure) 0.3474 6.7*** F(7, 283)= 0.752 0.566 

E-V on Factor Relevance 0.0968 1.6+ 52.7*** 

E-V on Factor Benefit -0.0574 -1.2 

E-V on Factor Accessibility 0.0343 .8 

S SN (direct measure) 0.1525 3.5*** 

Subjective Personal Norm 0.3879 8.2*** 

Social Role Index 0.0776 1.9* 

lAffect Attitude(S.D. measure) 0.3581 6.7*** F(7, 281)= 0.746 0.557 

E-Von Factor Relevance 0.0837 1.4 50.4*** 

E-Von Factor Benefit -0.0335 -0.7 

E-V on Factor Accessibility 0.0256 .6 

SSN(indirect measure) 0.1203 2.4* 

Subjective Personal Norm 0.3727 7.4*** 

Social Role Index 0.0742 1.8+ .. 
Analyses 1,2 were conducted under the traditional model of attitude measure; 

analyses 3, 4 were conducted under the extended true-score model. 
+ p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. 
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Table 16. Prediction oflntention to Participate in the '92 CPE 
P b D"ffi A . d M . T . d" M d 1 rogram ,Y I erent tutu e easures In nan IS o e 

# Variables in the Regression Equation Analysis of Variance 

.. Variable ~ T F R R2 

1 Affect Attitude(S.D. measure) 0.3178 5.8*** F(5, 285)= 0.699 0.489 
Cognitive Attitude 0.1146 1.9+ 54.7*** 

(E-V measure) 

Subjective Social Norm 0.1233 2.6** 
(direct measure) 

Subjective Personal Norm 0.3438 6.8*** 

Social Role Index 0.0222 0.5 

2 ~ffect Attitude(S.D. measure) 0.3151 5.6*** F(5, 383)= 0.692 0.478 
Cognitive Attitude 

0.1414 2.3* 51.9*** 
(E-V measure) 

Subjective Social Norm 0.0389 0.7 
(indirect measure) 

Subjective Personal Norm 0.3517 6.4*** 

Social Role Index 0.0158 0.3 

3 lAffect Attitude(S.D. measure) 0.3197 5.7*** F(7, 283)= 0.702 0.492 

E-V on Factor Relevance 0.1178 1.9+ 39.2*** 

E-Von Factor Benefit -0.0600 -1.1 

E-V on Factor Accessibility 0.0613 1.3** 

SSN(direct measure) 0.1486 3.1** 

Subjective Personal Norm 0.3483 6.8*** 

Social Role Index 0.0293 0.6 

4 ~ffect Attitude(S.D. measure) 0.3233 5.6*** F(7, 281)= 0.690 0.476 

E-Von Factor Relevance 0.1252 1.8+ 36.6*** 

E-V on Factor Benefit -0.0349 -0.6 

E-V on Factor Accessibility 0.0563 1.2** 

SSN(indirect measure) 0.0558 1.0 

Subjective Personal Norm 0.3542 6.5*** 

Social Role Index 0.0214 0.4 .. 
Analyses 1,2 were conducted under the tradtttonal model of attitude measure; 

analyses 3, 4 were conducted under the extended true-score model. 
+ p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. 
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Several interesting results can be observed in the above four 

tables. First, the results confirm Pryor's (1990) finding that the 

affect component of attitude (semantic differential measure) seems 

to be the best predictor of intention to participate in CPE. In the 

Fishbein model, the combination of affect attitude (semantic 

differential measure) and the indirect measure of subjective social 

norm accounted for the largest proportion of the variance ( 44.%) of 

the intention to participate in the 1992 and 1993 (combined) CPE 

programs (see Tables 13 and 14 ). In Triandis' model, cognitive 

attitude contributed only a relatively small proportion of the total 

variance in the model when both affect and cognitive components of 

attitude were entered into the model together. This result suggests 

that cognitive attitude influences the professionals' intention to 

participate in CPE through affect attitude. This finding is congruent 

with Fishbein's hypothesis about the relationship between cognitions 

and affect regarding the intention to perform a specific behavior. 

The highest multiple correlation was obtained by regressing 

intention to participate in the 1992 and 1993 CPE programs on affect, 

extended expectancy-values, direct measure of subjective social 

norm and personal norm, and social role index, with 56.6% of the 

variance explained in the equation. 

Second, the analysis indicates that the Triandis model is 

superior to the Fishbein model. In the regression equation based 

upon Triandis model, a considerably larger proportion of the 

variance in intention to participate was contributed by Subjective 

Personal Norm. That is to say, Subjective Personal Norm as a 

predictor variable made the Triandis model a more powerful 
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predictor of intention to participate than the Fishbein model. It was 

also interesting to find that the predictor variables of individual 

attitude, subjective social norm and personal norm maintained quite 

stable weights within the regression equations for the two competing 

models. This suggests that for a professional group, internal and 

environmental factors are important and stable determinants of 

intention to participate in an organized CPE program. Professionals' 

participation in formal CPE programs needs to be studied from the 

perspective of both psychological and sociological determinants of 

behavior. 

Third, the extended expectancy-value model of cognitive 

attitude measure improved the prediction of intention to participate 

in the CPE program only marginally over the traditional attitude 

measure. Nevertheless, the multidimensional characteristics of 

cognitive attitude indicated that different beliefs contributed to the 

intention to participate differently. For this professional group and 

the CPE program studied, the beliefs about Program Relevance and 

Program Accessibility significantly influenced the subjects' intention 

to participate in the program, while belief about the Program Benefit 

failed to contribute to the professionals' intention to participate. It 

can be concluded that professionals' expectations regarding Program 

Relevance and Program Accessibility are the major factors that 

influence their decision to participate. 

To test one of the propositions in the Triandis model, multiple 

regression analysis was conducted to predict participation behavior 

in the 1992 program ( operationalized as registered or not) with 

intention to participate and previous participation behavior (the 
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term habit was in Triandis' original model). The dependent variable 

of participation behavior was the respondents actual registration in 

the 1992 CPE program. The data were provided by the A.V.M.A. 

after the CPE program had been conducted. Intention to participate 

was collected prospectively between two and six weeks prior to the 

program commencing. The results of this analysis are shown in 

Table 17. 

Table 17. Prediction of Participation in the 1992 CPE Program 
by Intention and Previous Behavior in Triandis Model 

Variables in the Regression E_guation Analysis of Variance 

Variable ~ T F R R2 

Intent to 
.. 

0.7059 17.6*** participate F(2, 320)= 0.716 0.512 in the '92 program 

Previous participation 0.0394 0.98(N.S.) 167.8*** 

Behavior 
*** p < 0.001. 

The results of the analysis reported that intention explained 

over 50% of the variance of 1992 participation behavior. Previous 

participation behavior failed to make a significant contribution in the 

regression equation, indicating that stated intention to participate 

was a much stronger predictor of participation behavior in CPE, and 

that previous participation was not significantly correlated with 

current participation behavior. 
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Discriminant Analysis 

Discriminant analysis was conducted in order to test the 

predictive power of the behavioral intention model and identify the 

variables that distinguish the participants from non-participants in 

the 1992 CPE program. The SPSS discriminant procedure (SPSS Inc., 

1983) was used with the grouping variable (coded as 1 or 0) being 

actual participation or not in the 1992 CPE program. Multiple 

regression analysis had previously revealed that certain 

combinations of independent variables (i.e. analysis number 3 in 

Tables 15 and 16) would be the best predictors of participation. 

Affect attitude, three expectancy-values, direct measure of 

subjective social norm, personal norm, and social role index, together 

with intention to participate in the 1992 CPE program, were directly 

entered as independent variables into the analysis. Direct entry 

method was selected as it allowed all variables to enter the analysis 

and identified the relative contribution of each variable. All the 

above independent variables were processed at a tolerance level of 

0.001. Table 18 provides the results of the analysis, F-ratios, 

standardized discriminant function coefficients, canonical correlation, 

and significance levels for F-ratios as well as the discriminant 

function. The Wilks Lambda statistic represents the discriminant 

power of each independent variable to categorize the subjects as 

participants or non-participants. Unlike many other test statistics, 

small values of U are associated with more significance of diffuse 

structure. F-ratios provided the test of significance for all 

independent variables and all were all beyond the 0.001 level of 
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significance. The relative contribution of each independent variable 

was estimated by the standardized discriminant function coefficient, 

while the correlation of the dependent variable (participants/non

participants) with the linear combination of independent variables 

was given as the canonical correlation. The results indicated that 

intention and subjective personal norm were the best predictors of 

participation behavior, followed by affect attitude and expectancy

value scale on program relevance. 

Table 18. Discriminant Analysis for Participants/ 
Non-participants in the 1992 CPE Program 

Variable Wilks pl Standardized 
Coefficient 

A 

Intention '92 CPE program 0.4434 326.4*** 0.8565 

Affect Attitude(S.D. measure) 0.7787 73.9*** -0.0899 

E-V on Factor of Relevance 0.8103 60.8*** 0.1987 

E-V on Factor of Benefit 0.9427 15.8*** 0.0916 

E-V on Factor of Accessibility 0.9780 5.8* 0.1265 

SSN(direct measure) 0.9151 24.1*** -0.1241 

Subjective Personal Norm 0.7018 110.5*** 0.2476 

Social Role Index 0.9683 8.5** 0.1164 

Canonical Correlation 0. 7667*** 
Note: 1 Degree of freedom= 1 and 260, 61 cases had at least one 
missing discriminating variable. 

** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

Further assessment was made by using the discriminant 

function to predict group membership for all subjects. Prior 

probabilities for classification were selected at 0.33 and 0.67, 

because about one third of the study population actually attended 

the annual CPE program (see Table 4). Table 19 reports the 
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classification results. The results indicate that 86.1% of the total 

subjects were correctly classified as participants or non-participants. 

An equal proportion of participants were classified correctly as non

participants. 

Table 19. Classification Results for Participants/Nonparticipants 

Actual Group Number of Predict Group Membership 
Membership Subjects Participants Nonparticipants 

Participants 109 83.5%(91) 16.5%(18) 
Nonparticipants 214 12.6%(29) 87 .4%(185) 

Percent Classified Correctly: 86.1% 
Note: Number of subjects are shown in bracket. 

Factors Distinguishing Participants and Non-Participants 

Previous analysis results indicated that certain internal and 

external variables influenced the decision to participate in the CPE 

program. The test of the two behavioral intention models revealed 

good predictive utility of the theoretical propositions. Accordingly, 

the explanatory power of the behavioral intention theory was also 

examined. For CPE program planners, one of the key issues in 

planning voluntary programs is to identify the major characteristics 

which differentiate participants from non-participants. T -tests were 

used to test for significant overall differences on the independent 

demographic variables between these who actually registered in the 

1992 CPE program program and these who did not. Table 20 reports 

the results of the T -tests on the demographic variables. There were 

no significant differences between participants and non-participants 
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in terms of age, length of time since receiving D.V.M. degree, duration 

of A. V .M.A. membership, and annual income. Differences between 

.participants and non-participants were observed with regard to 

employment position and previous participation in CPE (p < 0.01). 

The index of social participation approached significance (p < 0.1 0) as 

a differentiating variable. 

Table 20. Demographic Differences Between 
Participants and Non-Participants 

Variable Group # of Mean S.D. 
Case 

Age Participants 105 38.39 8.89 

Non -.Qarti ci.Qan ts 208 38.00 7.89 

Length receive Participants 109 12.21 8.63 
D.VM. 

Non -.Qartici.Qan ts 214 11.78 7.99 

Time of become Participants 109 11.63 8.59 
membership 

Non -.Qarti ci.Qan ts 214 10.29 7.73 

Employment Participants 105 4.271 1.27 
position 

Non -.12artici.12an ts 209 3.83 1.49 

Annual income Participants 100 4.941 2.48 

Non -.Qarti ci.Qan ts 197 5.19 2.57 

Social participation Participants 104 1.38 1.24 

Non -Qarti ci12an ts 205 1.11 1.049 

Previous Participants 109 0.34 0.34 
participation 

Non -;eartici;ean ts 214 0.22 0.25 
1 Variables of employment position and annual incomes were 

in categories. 
+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. 

t 

0.38 

0.43 

1.37 

2.69** 

-0.80 

1.85+ 

3.22** 

measured 

Participants differed from non-participants on all semantic 

differential scale items, indicating affect attitude was a good 

indicator of respondents participation behavior (see Table 21). 
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Participants differed from non -participants on all semantic 

differential scale items, indicating affect attitude was a good 

in~icator of respondents participation behavior (see Table 21). 

Significant differences between participants and non-participants 

were also observed on most of the expectancy-value scales. The item 

" attending would cost substantial expense" did not differentiate 

between the two groups, indicating that cost was not a major 

deterring factor for non-participants. Participants in the 1992 CPE 

program reported significantly higher belief scores on 10 outcomes 

anticipated from participation in the program, and lower belief 

scores on one negative outcome anticipating that participation will 

"conflict with my work schedule". As expected, the non-participants 

believed more strongly than participants that attendance would lead 

to a schedule conflict. Although there was a significant difference 

between participants and non-participants on the item regarding 

gaining professional prestige, the level of the difference was not as 

high as that for other beliefs. The item that yielded the largest 

difference between the two groups was concerned with the relevance 

of the program to the professionals' work. Respondents participation 

in the CPE program was strongly influenced by their perception that 

the program was relevant to their work. Participants were 

characterized by high positive beliefs about the CPE program, while 

non-participants reported less confidence about the possible positive 

outcomes of attending the program. 



Table 21. Differences Between Participants 
and Non-Participants on Affect Attitude 

Scales (S-D Measures) 

Variable Group 

Interesting -Boring Participants 

Non-participants 

Important-Trivial Participants 

Non-participants 

Valuable-Worthless Participants 

Non-participants 

Pleasing-Annoying Participants 

Non-participants 

Positive-Negative Participants 

Non-participants 

# of 
Case 

106 

208 

105 

205 

105 

208 

105 

204 

105 

204 

Benefit-Detrimental Participants 105 

Affordable-Costly 

Good-Bad 

*** p < 0.001 

Non-participants 206 

Participants 

Non-participants 

Participants 

Non-participants 

106 

204 

104 

206 

Mean 

5.19 

4.13 

5.02 

4.05 

5.05 

4.01 

4.99 

4.41 

5.34 

4.42 

5.39 

4.44 

4.78 

4.05 

5.28 

4.17 

S.D. 

1.17 

1.43 

1.19 

1.24 

1.14 

1.27 

1.01 

1.24 

1.01 

1.24 

1.06 

1.13 

1.73 

1.61 

1.14 

1.23 

107 

t 

7.11*** 

6.69*** 

7.28*** 

6.89*** 

7.03*** 

7.29*** 

3.63*** 

7.87*** 
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Table 22. Differences Between Participants 
and Non-Participants on Cognitive Attitude 

Measures 

Variable Group # of 
Case 

Improve veterinary Participants 108 

212 service 

Learn new 
knowledge 

Gain more 
prestige 

Share ideas with 
peers 

Improve income 

Non-participants 

Participants 108 

Non-participants 212 

Participants 108 

Non-participants 213 

Participants 108 

Non-participants 

Participants 

Non-participants 

213 

108 

213 

Relevant to my work Participants 108 

Provide practical 
information 

Non-participants 212 

Participants 

Non -participants 

107 

212 

Meet my professional Participants 107 

211 
develop priority 

Attend an excellent 
conference 

Cost substantial 
expense 

Conflict with my 

work 
schedule 

Location is 
convenient 

Non-participants 

Participants 

Non-participants 

Participants 

108 

211 

108 

Non-participants 211 

Participants 107 

Non-participants 212 

Participants 107 

Non-participants 212 
+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

Mean 

29.26 

21.42 

30.47 

22.52 

12.08 

9.17 

33.50 

26.10 

12.80 

9.28 

31.83 

21.34 

33.66 

24.52 

27.46 

19.38 

27.79 

19.06 

20.59 

22.08 

20.39 

25.28 

31.89 

23.28 

S.D. 

9.58 

11.51 

t 

6.46*** 

8.82 6.86*** 

11.49 

11.21 2.29* 

8.85 

10.43 5.48*** 

13.20 

9.91 

8.72 

10.37 

13.01 

9.62 

12.26 

11.26 

11.54 

10.89 

10.79 

13.67 

14.82 

3.14*** 

7.83*** 

7 .29*** 

5.99*** 

6.80*** 

-.90 

13.91 -2.83*** 

15.79 

13.94 5 . 16 * * * 

14.36 
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Table 23. summarizes the differences in normative beliefs 

about participation in the CPE program between participants and 

non-participants. Participants perceived more positively than non-

participants that certain relevant groups would encourage them to 

participate in the program. Non-participants reported significantly 

lower feelings of personal obligation to attend the program. The 

results indicate that professionals' perceptions about the views of 

their social reference groups are important factors that affect their 

decision to participate in the CPE program. 

Table 23. Differences Between Participants 
and Non-Participants on Subjective Norm 

Measures 

Variable Group # of Mean S.D. t 
Case 

Clients' beliefs Participants 107 20.86 12.91 3.87*** 

Non -QarticiQan ts 208 14.98 12.49 

Colleagues' beliefs Participants 105 25.42 14.65 5.93*** 

Non -.12artici 12an ts 204 15.39 12.87 

Family Members Participants 106 16.41 14.21 3.21 *** 

Non -:Qarti ci.12an ts 209 11.22 12.14 

Fellows in the Participants 105 19.38 12.43 2. 72 *** 
Association 

Non -:Qartici 12an ts 210 15.31 12.58 

Social Norm(direct Participants 106 17.95 13.44 5.08*** 
Measure) 

Non-QarticiQants 207 10.32 10.75 

Personal Norm Participants 105 27.07 13.62 10.08*** 

Non -12arti ci 12an ts 205 11.52 11.19 
+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
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Analysis in AHP Model 

Based on the interpretation of factors observed to be related to 

the decision to participate in the CPE program, the hypothetical 

decision hierarchy presented in Figure 10 was revised. The 

interactions among lower level beliefs are not taken into account in 

the following AHP model because: (1) factor analysis had revealed 

that the respondents belief system about participation in the CPE 

program was comprised of three underlying factors, and (2) for the 

purpose of comparison between the weights (priorities) obtained in 

AHP and weights obtained in the analysis of the behavioral intention 

models. Previous research of behavioral intention theory suggested 

that multiple regression analysis should be used to test the theory's 

predictive power, and this analysis assumed all predictor variables 

were independent. 



Belief 
Relevance 

Figure 11. Decision Hierarchy of Participation in CPE Program 

Belief 
Benefit 

Belief 
Access 

Decision to 
Participate 

Personal Support of Support of 
Circumstance Workplace Famil>-: 

Beliefs refer to Program Relevance: 
1. improve the quality of veterinary service, 
2. learn new professional knowledge, 
3. relevant to professional worlc, 
4. provide practical information, 
5. meet my professional development priorities, 
6. attend an excellent conference. 

Beliefs refer to Program Benefit: 
1. gain more professional prestige, 
2. share ideas with peers, 
3. improve income. 

Beliefs refer to Program Accessibility: 
1. cost substantial expense, 
2. conflict with my work schedule. 

Personal Circumstance includes: 
1. subjective personal norm, 
2. perceived time schedule conflict, 
3. perceived convenience of location, 

Support of Workplace includes: 
1. perception of colleagues' support, 
2. perception of clients' support. 

Fellows in the Association includes: 
1. expectation of other professionals' beha 

1 1 1 

Fellows' 
inAVMA 
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Wei2hts of Factors Influencin2 the Decision to Participate 

In the process of hierarchical analysis, the main task is to 

determine the priorities (weights) of basic factors affecting the 

decision to participate in the CPE program. Several steps were 

involved: calculation of the geometric means to establish the pairwise 

comparison matrix, calculation of item weights based on the 

eigenvalues technique, and testing to ensure consistent comparisons 

and to establish the global weights. 

The geometric rather than the arithmetic mean response was 

used in the pairwise comparison matrix. "This is particularly clear 

where one person assigns the value a and the other the value 1/a. 
a+ 1 /a 

The mean should be 1 and not 
2 

. Thus, in general, for a 

judgments, one multiplies their numerical values and extracts the n 

th root." (Saaty, 1980, pp. 64-63). That is to say, the following 

formula was used to acquire appropriate means of comparisons for 

averaging overall responses: 

or Log (Gm) = Log(X 1)+Log(X 2 ) + ... +Log(Xn) ................ ( 15 ) 
n 

The results of the pairwise comparison values as mean scores of all 

responses are presented in Tables 24 through Table 28. Only the 

upper triangular part of the matrixes are shown due to the reciprocal 

property of the matrix of the element. 
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level in the hierarchical structure. A consistency index for each 

matrix of pairwise comparisons was obtained by the formula 

A.max • n 
C.I = l ................................................ (16) n-

while consistency ratio (C. R) was calculated by 
C.I 

C.I = R.I ................................................................ (17) 

where R. I was random index in Table 1. The eigenvector associated 

with the largest eigenvalue for each pairwise comparison matrix was 

normalized and shown besides the matrix together with the 

consistency index and consistency ratio. 

From a comparison of Table 24 with Tables 15 and 16, it can be 

observed that the weights (i.e. relative contributions) of personal 

attitude and other peoples' influence (defined as subjective social 

norm in behavioral intention theory) are quite stable across the 

multiple regression analysis and AHP model. The AHP analysis 

revealed that respondents' personal attitudes toward the CPE 

program were about twice as important as (0.46 vs 0.20) other 

influential peoples' beliefs in deciding whether or not to participate 

in the program. Comparing the factors related to the CPE program, 

respondents reported that program relevance was most important 

(0.48), program quality was second (0.30), and program benefit was 

third (0.22). When the respondents were asked to compare the 

influence of different people, people in the workplace was ranked as 

most important (0.44 ), family members and fellow professionals in 

the association were ranked as almost the same importance (0.30 vs. 

0.27, see Table 26). Table 27 reports the results of comparisons 

about anticipated circumstances concerning the CPE program. 
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Personal situation accounted for almost half of the priority (0.49), 

while support from the workplace (0.33) was ranked as almost twice 

as important as the support from family (0.18). In summary, the 

respondents ranked their professional work and personal situations 

as the most important factors influencing their decisions to 

participate in the CPE program. 

(1) 

(2) 

~3l 

Table 24. Prioritization of Factors Related to 
Decision to Participate in CPE Program 

(1) (2) (3) 

Personal Attitude 1 1.9957 1.5388 

Other peoples' influence 1 0.5385 

AnticiEated circumstance 1 

A.max = 3.0239, C. I= 0.0119, C. R = 0.0206 

Local 
Priorities 

0.4593 

0.2042 

0.3365 

Factor of "Other peoples' influence" was used to replace the "subjective 
social norm" in order to make its meaning clear to the respondents. 



(1) Program 

(2) Program 

~32 Program 

Table 25. Prioritization of Factors Related to 
Personal Attitude Toward CPE Program 

(1) (2) (3) 

Relevance 1 2.0442 1. 7315 

Benefit 1 0.6603 

Qualit~* 1 

A.max = 3.0069, C. I = 0.0034, C. R = 0.0059 
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Local 
Priorities 

0.4813 

0.2167 

0.3020 

Note: program quality was used in original data collection; however, 
factor analysis revealed that this factor would be better labeled as "Program 
Accessibility". 

(1) 

(2) 

~3l 

(1) 

(2) 

~3l 

Table 26. Prioritization of Factors Related to Other 
People's Influence Concerning CPE Program 

(1) (2) (3) Local 
Priorities 

Family Members 1 0.7906 0.9733 0.2984 

People in Work-place 1 1.9041 0.4365 

Fellow Professionals 1 0.2651 

A.max = 3.0213, C. I= 0.0106, C. R = 0.0183 

Table 27. Prioritization of Factors Related to Anticipated 
Circumstance About CPE Program 

(1) (2) (3) Local 
Priorities 

Personal Situation 1 2.1815 1.8515 0.4896 

Support from Family 1 0.4304 0.1789 

SUJ;!J;!Ort from Work-.Qlace 1 0.3315 

A.max = 3.0514, C. I = 0.0257, C. R = 0.0443 
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An additional pairwise comparison matrix was developed tn 

order to investigate the perceptions about the importance of 

institutional factors. Three factors appropriateness of time, cost of 

participation in the program, and distance to travel to the program 

location were considered. The pairwise comparison data and the 

priorities of the three factors are presented in Table 28. The results 

indicate that time was the most important factor, being almost twice 

as important (0.45 vs. 0.24) as the distance factor. The factor of cost 

of participating in the CPE program was judged to be more important 

than distance (0.31 vs. 0.24) and less important than time (0.45 vs 

0.31) as a determinant of the decision to participation. In planning 

its CPE programs, determining the most appropriate time for 

participation to attend would appear to be a key issue for the 

A.V.M.A. program planners. 

Table 28. Prioritization of Importance of Institutional Factors 

(1) (2) (3) Local 
Priori ties 

(1) Time Required to Attend 
1 1.5235 1.9136 0.4475 

(2) Cost of Attendance 1 1.1503 0.3118 

(3) Distance to Travel 1 0.2407 

Amax = 3.0967, C. I = 0.048, C. R = 0.0833 

To complete the hierarchical analysis, the final step was to 

calculate global priorities of the lower level factors with respect to 

the overall decision to participate in the CPE program, and to test the 
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consistency of subjects' overall judgements. The global priorities 

were determined by a series of calculations from the highest to 

lowest level in the hierarchy. Suppose one upper level A had factors 

At, A2, ... , Am, and the overall weights a1, a2, ... , am respectively; the 

lower level B included factors B t, B 2, ... , B 0 , and had the priority 

vector (b Jj, b 2j, ... , b nj) to factor Aj (when B k had no relation with 

Aj, it was apparently bkj=O). Then, the overall priority vector in 

level B was determined shown in Table 29: 

Table 29. Calculating Global Priority 

Elements 
Weights 

Bt 
Second B2 
Level 

Bn 

First Level 
At A2 
at 32 
btt bt2 
b2t h22 

bot bn2 

Am 

The overall 

weights 
in level B 
1: aj b tj 
1: aj b2j 

bn m L 3j bn j 

The results of the global priorities of the basic factors relative to the 

overall decision to participate in the CPE program are summarized in 

Table 30. 
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(Saaty, 1980, pp. 83-84 ). 

From the decision hierarchy of participation in the CPE 

.. program, we obtain 

CIA = 0.01196; 

CRA = CRj = 0.58 (j=1, 2, 3); 

a1 = 0.4593; 

a2 = 0.2042; 

a3 = 0.3365; 

Cit = 0.0034; 

CI2 = 0.0106; 

Cl3 = 0.0257. 

By inserting these values into formula (18), C.R.H. = 0.02098, which 

is in the acceptable region and implies that the the subjects' overall 

judgements about the factors affecting participation in the CPE 

program are consistent. A summary of the AHP model is presented 

in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Summary of Weights for Factors Influencing 
Professionals' Decision to Participate in the CPE Program in AHP 

Model 

Personal 
Attitude (beliefs) 

0.0995 0.2211 0.1387 

Testing Utility of AHP Model 

Decision to 
Participate 

0.3365 

Personal 
Circumstance 

0.1648 0.2007 0.1211 0.0541 

Table 30 indicates that there are great similarities between the 

weights obtained from the AHP model and those generated from the 

multiple regression analysis. Multiple regression analysis revealed 

that the variable of personal circumstance was the most powerful 

predictor of intention to participate in the CPE program for '92 and 

the next two years, while the supportive factor of other 

professionals' in the workplace was a negligible influence on the 

respondents' decisions. However, the AHP analysis suggested that 

when the respondents were asked to judge the importance of the 
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different factors affecting their decision to participate, the factor of 

support from colleagues in the workplace was ranked as a major 

Jactor higher than personal circumstance. 

Although a simple comparison of the weights obtained from the 

AHP and the multiple regression analyses indicate that many weights 

were similar in terms of their relative contribution to the final 

decision of participation tn the CPE program, the potential utility of 

the AHP model should be tested by examining the validity of the 

weights in the AHP model. Two methods were employed as follows. 

First, correlation analysis can test the validity of the weights in 

the AHP model. Denote IVFP as intention value for participation in 

the CPE program, which is calculated by averaging predictor 

variables with weights obtained from the AHP model. Algebraically, 

IVFP =a' x ..................................................................... (19) 

where a is the priority vector of the factors obtained from the AHP 

model; and x = (XI, xz, x3, x4, xs, X6, x7) is vector of measures of the 

factors affecting professionals' decision of participation in the CPE 

program. IVFP was calculated for each case and this new variable 

was correlated with intention to participation. The data reported in 

Table 31 suggests that there is a high correlation between IVFP and 

direct measures of intention to participation, implying that weights 

(priorities) in the AHP are valid when intention to participate in the 

CPE program was used as the criterion variable. 
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Table 31. Correlation Test for Weights of AHP Model 

(1) Intention in '92 

(2) Intention in '93 

(3) Intention in '92 & '93 

(4) IVFP score 
** p < 0.01 

(1) 

1 

(2) 

0.4126** 

1 

(3) (4) 

0.9136** 0.5825** 

0.7474** 0.4005** 

1 0.6021 ** 

1 

The validity check for weights obtained in the AHP analysis 

was also conducted by treating the these weights as a priori weights 

in the multiple regression analysis. The multiple regression equation 

by regressing behavioral intention on independent variables can be 

compared with the AHP equation which treats the weights obtained 

as a priori weights. Bernstein (1988, p. 110) suggests a method of 

evaluating a priori weights in multiple regression. The correlation 

between a linear combination produced by a priori weights and the 

criterion can be obtained by 

a'v2 
r2 = a'R a ............................................................................. (11) 

where a is the vector of a priori weights, R is the matrix of inter

correlations among predictors, and v is the vector of validities. This 

is a simple correlation rather than a multiple correlation, however, 

one df will be lost since weights are estimated. When the multiple 

regression equation of predicting participation in the CPE program 

was used as criterion, it was calculated that r2 = 0.3682 and r = 

0.6068 (p < 0.001). When the equation regressed participation in the 
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1992 CPE program on several predictor variables, r2 = o.3364 and r = 

0.58 (p < 0.001). In summary, correlations between multiple 

.. regression equations and linear combination of predictor variables 

with weights obtained in the AHP model are high, indicating that the 

AHP has potential utility in identifying relative contributions of the 

factors influencing professionals' decision to participate in the CPE 

program. 

Summary of Analysis Results 

This chapter has presented the analysis of the study · data 

organized around seven research questions. 

Question 1. What are the social demographic and psychological 

factors related to professionals' intention to participate in the CPE 

program? 

The data analysis results revealed that only two of the 

demographic variables, employment position and social participation 

were significantly correlated with intention to participate in future 

CPE programs. All other demographic variables failed to be 

significantly associated with the intention to participate. However, 

most psychological variables were highly correlated with the 

intention to participate in future CPE programs. 

Question 2. What is the underlying structure of respondents' 

belief system toward CPE? 

Exploratory factor analysis revealed that respondents affect 

attitude towards the CPE program was unidimensional and their 

cognitions concerning the CPE program were multidimensional with 
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three dominant underlying factors. The underlying three factors of 

the respondents' belief system were: program relevance, program 

benefit, and program accessibility. 

Question 3. Which behavioral intention model, Fishbein's or 

Triandis', is most appropriate to predict participation in CPE? 

Multiple regression analyses indicate that Triandis' behavioral 

intention model was superior to the Fishbein model. The Fishbein 

model accounted for 44.8% of the variance in intention to participate 

in the 1992 and 1993 combined CPE programs, while Triandis' model 

accounted for 56.6% of the variance. Subjective personal norm was 

observed to be a powerful predictor of intention to participate in the 

CPE program. 

Question 4. Does the extended true-score expectancy-value 

model have greater utility than the traditional expectancy-value 

model for CPE research? 

Data analysis results indicated that the measure of extended 

expectancy-value of cognitive attitude improved the prediction of 

intention to participate in the CPE program only marginally over the 

traditional attitude measure. 

Question 5. What is the predictive power of the behavioral 

intention theory in terms of participation in the 1992 CPE program? 

Multiple discriminant analysis reported that 86.1% of the total 

subjects were correctly classified as participants or non-participants 

by the variables 1n the behavioral intention model, indicating strong 

predictive power of the behavioral intention theory. 

Question 6. What are the factors which distinguish participants 

and non-participants in the CPE program? 
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The data analysis results showed no significant differences 

between participants and non-participants in the 1992 CPE program 

in terms of age, length of time since receiving the D.V.M. degree, 

duration of A.V.M.A. membership, and annual income. However, 

differences between participants and non-participants were 

observed with regard to employment position and previous 

participation in CPE. 

Significant differences were observed between participants and 

non-participants in the 1992 CPE program on perceptions of other 

influential people's beliefs about their participation and for most of 

the attitude scales. 

Question 7. Can the structure of professionals beliefs yield 

explanation and prediction of CPE participation by the utilization of 

Analytic Hierarchy Process? 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method was employed to 

determine the relative weights of factors influencing professionals' 

decisions to participate in the A.V.M.A. CPE program. The results 

indicated that the respondents placed higher priorities on personal 

beliefs about the CPE program including program benefit and 

relevance. Also, the influence of colleagues in the workplace was 

granted higher importance. These results suggested that the 

respondents were highly professionally oriented. The consistency of 

priority weights were confirmed by the results obtained in the 

analyses in the behavioral intention models, indicating the potential 

utility of AHP in future CPE research. 
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This study was designed to answer a variety of questions 

related to participation of professionals in formal continuing. 

professional education programs. 

The research questions focused on three issues. The first 

looked at the professionals' belief system towards participation in 

CPE. The second tested two behavioral intention models. The third 

used a new investigative methodology to explore priorities of factors 

which affect the professionals' decision to participate in a CPE 

program. 

In order to examine these three issues, a survey of veterinary 

practitioners in the Province of Alberta was undertaken. 

The following conclusions were drawn: 

1. Demographic characteristics, generally speaking, were not 

significantly related with the intention to participate in the CPE 

program. Demographic variables such as age and income failed to 

differentiate between the participants and non-participants in the 

CPE program. However, employment position in the professional 

practice and participation in social activities were associated with 

participation in the 1992 CPE program. Participants tended to be 

those professionals who were 1n higher professional positions 1n 

veterinary practice and involved in community and professional 
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activities. Previous participation experience was associated with 

future participation intention. This finding was in agreement with 

other studies in adult and continuing education. 

2. Factor analysis demonstrated that the respondents' beliefs 

toward the CPE program were multidimensional; their affect attitude 

was largely determined by one factor. The respondents' expectations 

of the CPE program seemed to be determined by three underlying 

constructs: program relevance, program benefit, and program 

accessibility. 

3. Multiple regression analysis indicated that the Triandis' 

behavioral intention model had greater predictive utility than the 

Fishbein model, accounting for over 56% of the variance in intention 

to participate in the CPE programs within the next two years. The 

respondents' personal norm, which was measured as felt personal 

obligation to participate, made a consistently larger contribution to 

the regression equation in the Triandis behavioral intention model. 

However, social role made a lesser contribution to the regression 

equation, indicating personal attitude was the more dominant factor 

in determining participation in the CPE program. 

4. Findings of the study failed to support Triandis' hypothesis 

that cognitive attitude influences intention directly, although the 

Triandis model, for which both affect and cognitive attitude were 

directly entered into the multiple regression equation, improved 

multiple correlation analysis between intention to participate and 

attitudinal measures. Two observations suggest that cognitive 

attitude influences intention indirectly. First, the affect component 

of attitude (measured on the semantic differential scale) made a 
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greater contribution than the cognitive component (measured on the 

expectancy-value scale) when these two components were both 

.. entered into the regression equation. Also, the cognitive attitude 

may influence intention indirectly or through the affect attitude 

recognizing that multiple regression on affect attitude resulted in a 

higher correlation than that on cognitive attitude when these two 

measures were entered into the regression equation separately in 

the Fishbein model (see Tables 13 and 14). 

5. Multiple correlation analysis indicated that the respondents' 

different beliefs toward the CPE program differentially influenced 

their intention to participate. The extended expectancy-value model 

explained a higher proportion of the variance of intention to 

participate than the traditional model. Multiple regression weights 

indicated that professionals' expectations of program relevance and 

accessibility were the two most important factors influencing 

participation in the CPE program. 

6. Multiple regression of participation behavior on intention 

and previous behavior indicated that one of Triandis' hypotheses was 

supported in this study. When compared to "intention to 

participate", "previous participation behavior" did not have 

significant influence. Professionals' participation behavior in the CPE 

program was determined by their intention to participate which was 

virtually determined by personal attitude toward the program. 

7. Discriminant analysis revealed that 86.1% of the 

respondents were identified correctly as "participants" and "non

participants" by attitude components, thus demonstrating the 

usefulness of attitudinal studies in continuing professional education. 
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8. T -test analyses supported the above observations. Only two 

demographic variables, "employment position" and "previous 

participation behavior", were found to differentiate between 

participants and non-participants. However, differences were found 

between participants and non-participants for most psychological 

variables except the personal belief that "participation will cost 

substantial expense". 

9. Analytic hierarchy process prioritized the factors 

influencing the professionals' decision to participate in the CPE 

program and demonstrated that respondents' judgements were 

generally consistent. The global weights indicated that professionals 

believed that their personal judgements toward the CPE program and 

their perceived support from the workplace were the most important 

factors in making a decision to participate. 

10. The comparison between the behavioral intention models 

and the AHP model demonstrated consistency of weights obtained in 

the AHP model and indicated the potential utility of this conceptual 

model In understanding factors affecting participation by 

professionals in formal CPE programs. 

Discussion of the Results 

One of the major findings of this study is the attitude structure 

toward CPE. Findings agreed with those of Bagozzi (1981) that 

semantic differential measures of attitude were found to exist as 

unidimensional responses while expectancy-value attitudes were 

found to occur as multidimensional dispositions. The study is also 
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consistent with the previous findings of attitude toward adult 

education (Blunt, 1983; Hayes & Darkenwald, 1990). Blunt (1983) 

found that attitude toward adult education was multifactorial and 

that there were three underlying factors with one dominant factor 

revealed in second order factor analysis. Hayes and Darkenwald 

(1990) reported that attitude toward adult education had three 

dimensions and two of them could reflect the affect and cognition 

components of attitude. The study confirms the multidimensional 

structure of attitude toward adult education. Furthermore, the study 

indicated that the multidimensional model incorporating the 

expectancy-value scale accounted for more variance in intention to 

participate than the unidimensional model. Future studies should 

focus on the use of multidimensional attitudes to improve our 

understanding of participation phenomena. 

The results of this study strongly support the utility of 

behavioral intention theory. Both the Fishbein and Triandis models 

specify that external variables can only influence behavioral 

intention and behavior indirectly by influencing one of the 

components or their relative weights in the model. Correlation 

analyses and T -tests indicated that only three variables: 

"employment position", "social participation" and "previous 

participation behavior in CPE" were significantly correlated with 

behavioral intention and participation behavior. However, none of 

these variables added substantially to the amount of explained 

variance in the multiple regression equations. Except for these three 

variables, none of the demographic variables was found to be 

statistically correlated with behavioral intention or participation 
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behavior. The findings suggest that promotion of future CPE 

programs of the A.V.M.A. should target those veterinarians who are 

In lower veterinary practice positions and/or are less socially active. 

Both the Fishbein and Triandis models maintain that behavioral 

intention mediates the effects of cognitive and affect attitudes on 

behavior. Triandis (1977) identifies the effect of habit (previous 

participation behavior). The correlation analysis of this study 

supports the hypotheses that behavior is positively correlated with 

frequency of previous participation behavior. Using regression 

analysis, previous participation behavior was found to make little 

contribution to future participation behavior. This study indicated 

that professionals' participation behavior in a formal CPE program 

was largely determined by behavioral intention which, in turn, was 

strongly influenced by personal attitude toward the program. These 

results imply that certain measures should be used to promote 

attendance by new A.V.M.A. members, even though this group were 

low participants in the CPE program. 

The contribution of subjective personal norms to the behavioral 

intention model seemed to be equivocal In the literature. 

Grotelueschen and Caulley ( 1977) include this variable in the 

behavioral intention model and postulate that professionals are 

characterized by a personal sense of obligation to continue their 

education. However, research on participation behavior in CPE (Ray, 

1981; Pryor, 1990) and family planning behavior (Jaccard & 

Davidson, 1975) suggest that subjective personal norms do not 

significantly contribute to an explanation of the behavioral intention 
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model. Criticism has been raised that this component of the model 

was simply an alternative measure of behavioral intention and thus 

its value for predicting behavior was unsubstantial. In contrast to 

these findings, current research showed that subjective personal 

norm was an extremely important independent variable in the 

behavioral intention model. The research indicated that the variable 

of subjective personal norm would be essential because this variable 

made a consistent contribution to the behavioral intention model, a 

finding that is consistent with the study reported by Waldon (1985). 

This result could be explained by noting that professionals who tend 

to accept responsibility to maintain a high level of competence hold 

positive attitudes toward CPE. Schwarty and Tesser (1972) obtained 

similar results in a study which measured personal normative belief 

and its emphasis on moral consideration. They concluded: 

. .. personal normative beliefs and attitude toward the act 
appear to be necessary predictors of intentions. Social 
normative beliefs may also be necessary, but there 
remains some doubt regarding its importance. These 
findings also suggest that it is a mistake to drop personal 
normative belief from the model as has recently been 
done. When operationalized as personal sense of 
obligation, personal normative beliefs may indeed be the 
most important single predictor of intentions and 
interpersonal behavior, and not simply an alternative 
measure of behavior intentions {p. 234 ). 

Although the psychological components compared by the 

subjects in the AHP model were quite abstract, the findings 

suggested that subjects' judgements were consistent. Priorities 

obtained in the AHP model were valid. This conclusion was at least 

partially borne out by comparing these priorities with weights in the 
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behavioral intention model. It is likely that the professionals' 

participation in formal CPE program represents an involved decision 

making process. Professionals calculate the anticipated outcomes of 

participation and judge and weight them rationally. Professionals' 

beliefs about program relevance and expectation of support from the 

workplace appeared to be two of the most important factors in 

deciding whether or not to participate in a program. Personal 

normative belief and beliefs about program accessibility and support 

from family received moderate consideration, while belief about 

program benefit and fellow veterinarians' influence were ranked 

least important. The results imply that the veterinarians in this 

study placed high priority on their professional work. Program 

planners should always be aware of the importance of the perceived 

relevance of the CPE program and the implications for the 

veterinarians' practice. 

Implications for Practice 

This study has been designed to investigate factors which 

influence the professionals' decision to participate in an organized 

CPE program. This research provides useful implications for CPE 

program planners in continuing education practice. Sork and Buskey 

(1986) and Sork and Caffarella (1989) proposed that six steps were 

essential to successful program planning. The implications of the 

study will be discussed along with these six steps as follows: 
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Analyze Plannin~ Context and Client System 

The study provides strong evidence for the importance of 

.. analyzing the planning context and client systems for continuing 

education programs. Data analysis from the AHP model revealed 

that several criteria were important as identified by the respondents. 

These criteria were: personal beliefs with regard to program 

relevance, benefit, and accessibility; anticipated outcome with regard 

to personal circumstance, support from the workplace and family; 

and other peoples' influence including those in the workplace, family, 

and professional colleagues. Since the models discussed in this study 

have provided a clear overall view of the respondents' priorities, the 

program planner of CPE may better understand client and 

participation phenomena. First, the study provided data on the 

participation pattern of members attending the A.V.M.A. Mid-Winter 

Conference: (1) approximately one-third of the members attended 

the conference each year; (2) no demographic factors strongly 

influenced participation; and (3) higher practice position and active 

social participation were positively associated with participation. 

Efforts should be made to ensure new members are provided with 

information early and are encouraged to become active within the 

association as soon as possible after joining. 

Behavioral intention theory and the conclusions of this study 

provide useful information about the relationship between program 

context and professionals' attitude. The study confirmed that 

respondents' participation behavior was most strongly influenced by 

their intention to participate and intention was largely determined 
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factors of the beliefs system concerned with the program, the 

respondents placed most emphasis on the perceived relevance of the 

program to their professional work. Other factors that might 

influence intention, such as age, economic status, and formal 

education experience, are mediated by respondents' personal beliefs 

and other people's beliefs. Therefore, program planners in the 

A. V .M.A. should exploit "professional relevance" in the program 

planning process. 

The models discussed in this study provide useful techniques 

for program planners. The behavioral intention model enables the 

planner to analyze and understand salient factors which influence 

participation and appreciate how environmental factors incorporated 

with personal beliefs jointly act to influence participation. For 

example, professionals in different fields or different work settings 

may have different beliefs concerning a CPE program. Studies of 

veterinarians show that their personal beliefs are dominant factors, 

while their appeciation of other people's beliefs influence 

participation only moderately. It ts assumed that the same 

hypothesis may be true for other professionals in private practice. 

However, the influence of other people may be more important with 

regard to participation behavior of professionals employed within 

hierarchical organizations, especially those who are responsible 

directly to superiors. For instance, the intention of head teachers in 

the public school system to register for an M. Ed. program might be 

influenced by their perceptions of what their school boards and 

principals expect them to do. 
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Assisted by an analytic hierarchy process, the promoters of CPE 

can assess the promotional and deterrent elements to develop 

effective program planning strategies. Darkenwald and Valentine 

(1985) report that the main clusters of participation deterrents are: 

lack of confidence, lack of course relevance, time restraints, low 

personal priority, cost, and personal problems. Given a situation in 

which most target learners have positive interest in a CPE program, 

one might want to assess the effect of other factors such as time, cost 

and distance to travel. This study shows that Alberta veterinarians 

believe that appropriateness of time is the most important factor tn 

deciding whether or not to attend the annual conference. Distance of 

travel seems to be less important for this group of professionals. 

These conclusions may not be true for other programs or professional 

groups. That is to say, practitioners of CPE may need to use different 

strategies for different target learners and programs. Attention 

should be given to identifying major barriers that are unique to the 

specific client group. 

Assess Needs 

The study furnished information that could improve needs 

assessment in CPE program planning. First, strategies should be 

developed which identify the professional relevance of the CPE 

program stnce this was the major concern of the respondents. 

Second, needs assessment should be conducted from a broad 

perspective. The study reported that the respondents believed 

people in the workplace were an important reference group. Apart 
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from assessing individual needs for continuing education, attention 

should be paid to group needs especially for those veterinarians who 

~work in corporate settings, which accounted for a relatively large 

proportion of the respondents. Behavioral intention theory suggests 

that, for a certain group of professionals, the perceptions of clients 

and colleagues exert a major influence on their attitudes toward a 

program. The theory implies that educational needs assessment 

should determine not only the learning needs perceived by 

professionals and important referent groups but also the relative 

priority that each group assigns to those needs. The AHP model may 

assist with priorizing the different needs. Such information would be 

invaluable for making decisions about what should be included in a 

program and about the amount of time to be devoted to each 

learning need. 

Develop Program Objectives 

The study indicates that acqutrtng relevant professional 

information was one of the most important objectives identified by 

the respondents. Beliefs which were associated with this factor were: 

"improve veterinary service"; "learn new professional knowledge"; 

"provide practical information"; "meet professional development 

priority"; and "attend an excellent conference". Respondents also 

indicated that the perceived program benefit was an important 

factor in the decision to participate in the CPE program. Factor 

analysis showed that the perceived benefit from attending the 

program involved the following aspects: "gain more professional 
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prestige"; "share ideas with peers"; and "improve income". The above 

beliefs held by the respondents seemed to be their major concerns 

about the CPE program. These criteria should be recognized when 

developing program objectives. 

Formulate Instructional Plan 

The results of this study provide useful information for 

developing instructional plans. First, emphasis on the group values 

of veterinary practice in the instructional process may bring about 

favorable learning results since the respondents indicated the 

importance of the views of other people in the workplace. Second, 

the resource persons of the CPE program ought to communicate the 

"relevance" of the knowledge and skills clearly to the learners in the 

instructional process. Third, benefits that CPE will engender should 

be emphasized. The respondents indicated the importance of 

"improving income" "share ideas with peers", and "gain more 

professional prestige". These benefits should be emphasized to the 

professionals in promotional materials. Fourth, examples of 

successful applications of previous CPE programs in terms of 

professional relevance and benefit should be pointed out to 

encourage commitment by non-participants and new members. 

Formulate Administrative Plan 

The study has a number of findings that could enhance CPE 

program administration. First, theoretical models studied in this 

research provide useful vehicles to develop strategies of increasing 
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participation. When professionals are provided with the information 

that a CPE program is available, they will generally hold personal 

·<beliefs about the outcomes of participation in the program and have 

a number of normative beliefs toward the program. Behavioral 

intention theory maintains that professionals' expectations of these 

beliefs determine the strength of their intention to participate in the 

program, which finally result in participation. Program planners 

should provide the target learners with information that will 

encourage their participation. One strategy is to design the program 

and promotional material to convince the clientele that the program 

content is highly relevant to their professional work. Distribution of 

the program at an appropriate time to facilitate accessibility ts 

another key point in the program planning. Also, programs should 

be designed in accordance with professionals' priorities concerning 

program content. AHP provides an effective method to assess such 

priorities. 

Efforts should be made to modify intention by downgrading 

negative influences on the professionals' normative beliefs and 

subjective norm. 

Second, the study provides useful techniques to assess barriers 

to continuing learning. Many studies have examined the barriers or 

deterrents encountered by adult learners in general and 

professionals in particular and on the strategies for limiting or 

overcoming these barriers (Blais, Duqutie, & Painchaud, 1989; 

Darkenwald & Valentine, 1985; Knox, 1987). The present study 

clarifies that internal as well as external barriers to participation are 

mediated by negative personal attitude and negative normative 
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beliefs. Negative attitudes are formed when negative beliefs 

outweigh the positive beliefs about the program outcomes. This is 

.because attitude is composed of a set of expectancy-values on 

participation outcomes and the importance placed on them. If the 

negative beliefs held by target learners are valid, the program 

should be redesigned to eliminate or reduce those aspects of the 

program. For A VMA's annual conferences, program relevance is one 

of the major considerations of the veterinarians, and was shown to 

have a profound influence on participation. Promotional material 

that clearly communicates the relevance of the program content will 

encourage more veterinarians to attend. 

A survey of western veterinarians indicated that they were 

showing interest in business management. It was also found that 

most of these professionals perceive a serious lack of preparation for 

this activity at the time of graduation (Butler, 1990). A. V .M.A. 

program planners may improve participation by adding a component 

on "business management" to future programs. When the negative 

expectations of the CPE program are unfound or they are attributed 

to institutional influence, the CPE program planner should identify 

and correct the false beliefs held by the professionals or provide 

more accessible service. Some professionals may not participate in a 

conference because of time constraints or they believe cost of 

accommodation is too high, though they hold positive beliefs toward 

the conference itself. In this case, CPE program planners may, 

through better planning, provide more convenient dates for the 

conference and introduce appropriate economies. 
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Third, strategies should be developed to minimaze negative 

and unfavorable subjective social norms. Professionals may have 

,some referents, such as a spouse or children, who cause negative 

norms and have been placed high priorities. Program planners can 

encourage participation by decreasing the influence of their 

normative beliefs. Benefits to the professionals' spouses may be 

addressed tn the program brochure. A daycare service may be 

provided for those professionals who have young children. Also, 

professionals may have certain referent groups that hold positive or 

moderate beliefs about a CPE program but these groups may have 

different views about the participation of others. For example, new 

graduates or professionals in a practice may believe that colleagues' 

participation in a CPE program is not appropriate for them because of 

different practice status. The program brochure could emphasize the 

importance of career development and life long education. The 

brochure may also indicate the appropriateness to attend the 

program for certain group professionals, in order to maintain a 

positive professional image. 

Fourth, several administrative strategies can be introduced to 

improve the CPE program. The program brochure should be written 

with emphasis on program relevance and benefit. In order to make 

future programs more accessible, the following strategies may be 

used: the program date should be advertised as early as possible to 

facilitate an early commitment. The date should take into account 

seasonal practice schedules to avoid time conflicts. The respondents 

of the study indicated higher commitment to professional work and 

placed higher priority on colleagues in the workplace. Emphasis on 
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helping colleagues to attend may be presented in the program 

brochure, in order to maximize the benefit to professionals in group 

.practice. Phrases like "Which members will attend?" will be more 

encouraging than words of "Will you attend?" 

Desi&n a Pro&ram Evaluation Plan 

Program planners consistantly strive to enhance participation 

and improve program quality. Some examples may demonstrate that 

there are a number of implications which can be drawn from the 

theoretical background. For formative evaluation of a program, 

defining the educational value and the instructional effectiveness 

would be useful. This can be done by comparing positive beliefs 

with negative beliefs for the participants, and therefore revealing 

normative beliefs for the future clients. In a situation where a great 

proportion of professionals hold positive beliefs about the program 

but beliefs about institutional barriers are strong, simply calculating 

participation rates may not be a good way to do summative 

evaluation. The present research provides some clues for evaluation 

for A VMA's annual conference. The following aspects should be paid 

more attention: Are the program contents highly relevant to 

veterinarians' work? Is the program accessible for most of the 

members in the association? Was information from the workplace 

helpful? 
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Recommendation for Future Research 

This study has contributed to an increased understanding of 

factors influencing a decision to participate in continuing education. 

In addition, the study has drawn attention to areas of research which 

warrant further investigation. 

While respondents' demographic characteristics were found not 

to be strongly influential in the decision process of participation, it is 

possible that selected characteristics such as gender, professional 

practice level, previous participation and professional experience 

interact with socio-psychological variables (e.g., attitudes towards 

professional association, modes of continuing professional education) 

to influence the decision process. Studies which focus on selected 

demographic characteristics and socio-psychological variables are 

required rather than broad surveys which gather data on a large 

number of variables and rely upon correlation analysis to detect 

possible associations. Theoretical propositions based upon prior 

research are required to guide this line of inquiry rather than 

atheoretical technical and computer assisted opportunism. 

Further research also appears to be needed which would more 

clearly define the structure of attitudes towards continuing 

education. The advantages and disadvantages of alternative 

conceptualizations of attitude and competing measurement strategies 

have not been thoroughly investigated. Replication of the attitude 

measures used tn this study and the establishment of further 

reliability data and validity indicators are needed to strengthen the 

use of these attitude measures in future research. 
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The results of this study clearly confirm the utility of the 

Triandis behavioral intention model over the Fishbein model. 

However, replication of this comparative analysis with different 

professional groups and alternative CPE programs are required to 

confirm and extend these findings. Alternative approaches to the 

quantification of variables in the behavioral intention model might 

also improve the its predictive power. In addition the use of more 

sensitive and sophisticated analysis procedures such as LISREL might 

be used to investigate the convergent, discriminant and predictive 

validity of the behavioral intention theory in the adult and 

continuing education. 

The study suggests one new line of inquiry in continuing 

professional education. The opinions and views of colleagues in 

veterinary practice were observed to be influential in the decision to 

participate in CPE program. This finding raises the questions, "what 

are the optimum conditions in a group practice to support the 

acquisition and maintenance of professional expertise through 

participation in CPE? " "How might these conditions be established 

and maintained?" 

In the behavioral intention model, deterrent of performing an 

action is treated as a perceived negative belief towards the action. 

Further research should focus on developing a comprehensive 

participation theory which incorporates motivation theory using a 

deterrent model, such as Boshier's cognition dissonance model, to 

explain participation behavior. 

Expectancy theory has a relative long history (Lewin, 1938; 

Tolman, 1932; Vroom, 1964) and its applications in the field of 
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organizational behavior are substantial (Heneman & Schwab, 1972; 

House, Shapiro, & Wahba, 1974). Wider applications of expectancy 

theory in the field of adult and continuing education are needed. 

Such applications must be designed to investigate learners' cognitive 

change in the different stages of pre-learning, learning, and post

learning, to investigate the relationship between cognition change 

and performance and other factors associated with learning, as 

proposed by Howard (1989). For example, Boshier's (1973) 

theoretical proposition on adult education participation may be 

extended to the supposition of adult learning performance. Empirical 

research has shown that the expectancy values are valid predictors 

of academic performance (Henson, 1976; Mitchell & Nebeker, 1973), 

dropout of GED students (Darkenwald, 1987; Moore & Davies, 1984), 

participation in CPE (Wright, 1985). 

Beyond the confirmation of the validity of the behavioral 

intention model future research will be need to focus on the 

integration of the findings of this study into a comprehensive theory 

of participation in continuing professional education. Empirical 

confirmation of the theoretical model would be assisted by 

application of the AHP technique, as demonstrated in this study. 

Through the use of AHP variables which traditionally have been 

assumed to be of equal weight in decision models, can be assessed 

and reconsidered in the light of a known hierarchy of weights. 

Although this study represents a modest step towards the 

empirical testing of a theoretical model of participation in continuing 

education, the challenge of conducting such a test remains for the 

future. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND NOTIONS 

Affect (or Affect Attached to Behavior): Professionals' sympathetic 
nervous system responses toward participation in the CPE 
program. 

Analytic Hierarchy Process <AHP): AHP is a means for modeling 
unstructured problems. Three basic components include in the 
process: ( 1) decompose a complex problem into a hierarchy, 
each level consist of a few manageable factors. (2) use 
eigenvalue technique to establish priorities among factors 
within each stratum of the hierarchy. (3) establish global 
priority of hierarchy and test consistency of the judgement 
(Saaty, 1980). 

Anticipated Circumstances: Professionals' perceptions about things 
may interfere or support to participate in the CPE program. 

Attitude (A): A learned disposition to respond a consistently 
favorable or unfavorable manner with respect to the concept of 
continuing professional education. 

Behavior (B): Professionals' overt action , i.e., verbal statement, 
concerning participation in the CPE program. 

Behavioral Intention Theory: The social psychological theoretical 
proposition that traces causal links from belief, through 
attitude and intention, to actual behavior. 

Belief: Professionals' perceptions of appropriateness to participate in 
the CPE program. 

Co&nition (or Co&nitive Attitude): Professionals' perceptual responses 
toward participation in the CPE program. 

Continuing Professional Education (CPE): CPE is an identifiable field of 
study and practice, which recognizes the importance of the 
structure, issues, and contents of preservice preparation and 
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the context of professional practice. CPE emphasizes that this is 
not only perspective needed (Cervero, 1988, p. 16). 

CPE Pro~ram: CPE program is a statement of the need for a particular 
form of technical knowledge, as well as a statement about the 
proper ends of practice (Cervero, 1988, p. 36). 

Ei~envalue (A) Technique: Eigenvalue technique is a methodology 
used to identify priorities for several factors in a pairwise 
comparison fashion, and to determine the consistency of the 
comparison judgement. 

Employment Position: Indication that differentiates professionals' 
role in their practice. 

Expectancy- Value Measure (E- V): A method of cognition 
measurement in which attitude is determined by professionals' 
evaluations of the outcomes associated with the participation tn 
the CPE program and the strengths of these associations. 

Habit (H): Professionals' previous behavior of participation in CPE 
programs. 

Intention (I): Professionals' perceptions of likelihood that they will 
participate in the CPE program. 

Non-participants: Professionals who have not taken part tn the CPE 
program. 

Participants: Professionals who have taken part in the CPE program. 

Participation in Social Activity: Indication that reflects professionals' 
involvements in different social and professional activities. 

Participation Research: Participation research in CPE is a study which 
focuses on identifying and describing characteristics of 
professionals that influence the extent and nature of their 
participation in CPE activities. 

Priority: Professionals' perceptions of relative importances of the 
factors influencing their participations in the CPE program. 
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Semantic Differential Measure (SD): A method of affect attitude 
measurement in which professionals rate their favorable or 
unfavorable responses to participation in the CPE program on a 
series of bipolar adjective scales. 

Social Role CSR): The socially defined pattern of behaviors expected of 
professionals who are assigned different social functions (Deaux 
& Wrightsman, 1988). 

Subjective Norm (SN): Professionals' perceived prescriptions. 

Subjective Personal Norm (SPN): The individual professional's 
feelings of moral obligation to participate in the CPE program. 

Subjective Social Norm (SSN): Professionals' perceptions of the 
standards of their participations in the CPE program, it is 
socially defined and enforced. 

Theory of Reasoned Action: A proposition concerned with attitude 
toward behavior. It postulates that a person's intention to 
perform (or not perform) a behavior is the immediate 
determinant of that action, and that a person's intention is a 
function of two basic determinants: personal attitude and 
subjective norm (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Fishbein & Ajzen, 
1975). 
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APPENDIX A Means and Standard Deviations of Attitude Scales 

N Mean S.D. S.E. 

Attitude (S. D. measure) 

Interesting-Boring 314 4.49 1.44 .081 

Important-Trivial 310 4.38 1.31 .074 

Valuable-Worthless 313 4.36 1.32 .075 

Pleasing-Annoying 310 4.41 1.17 .067 

Positive-Negative 309 4.73 1.24 .071 

Benefit-Detrimental 311 4.76 1.19 .068 

Affordable-Costly 310 4.30 1.68 .096 

Good-Bad 310 4.55 1.30 .074 

Attitude (E-V measure) 

Improve veterinary 320 24.06 11.49 .643 
service 

Learn new professional 320 25.20 11.29 .632 
knowledge 

Gain more professional 321 10.15 10.41 .581 
prestige 

Share ideas with peers 321 28.59 12.81 . 715 

Improve income 321 10.46 9.27 .517 

Relevant to my work 320 24.88 13.14 . 735 

Provide practical 319 27.59 12.22 .684 
information 

Meet my professional 318 22.09 12.05 .676 
development priorities 

Attend a excellent 319 22.02 11.57 .648 
conference 

Cost substantial expense 320 21.58 14.44 .807 
Conflict work schedule 319 23.64 15.34 .859 
Location is convenient 319. 26.17 14.77 .827 



( 1) Affect Attitude 
(S.D. measure) 

(2) Cognition 
(E-V measure) 

(3) SSN 
(direct measure) 

(4) SSN 
(indirect measure) 

(5) SPN 

(6) E-V on 
Relevance 

(7) E-V on Benefit 

(8) E-V on 
Accessibility 

(9) Social Role 

APPENDIX B Correlation Matrix of 
Independent Variables in Multiple Regression Analysis 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

1 .6114** .2215** .2808** .4553** .5188** .4739** .5430** .1265** 

1 .3941 ** .5161** .4878** .8935** .8839** .8481** .0679 

1 .7489** .3060** .3715** .3585** .3128** .0203 

1 .4889** .4686** .4622** .4328** .0246 

1 .4442** .4107** .4455** .1364** 

1 .7716** .6499** .1049 

1 .6000** .0347 

1 -.0018 

1 
Note: correlations with underline indicate that one measure is an alternative measure for another or 

two measures represnt same construct. 
,....... 
0'\ 
,....... 
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· SPEAKERS 

Dr. Gordon Jones 
Dr. .Jones is a veterinarian practicing in Wisconsin. 
His practice mainly deals with dairy production 
medicine, nutrition and building design consulting. 

Mr. Brian Rhiness 
Mr. Rhiness is a provincial dairy specialist with the 
Dairy Production Branch of the Animal Industry 
Division of Alberta Agriculture. 

Dr. Paul Greenough 
Dr. Greenough is recognized world wide for his 
research in bovine lameness. He is currently doing 
research on bovine laminitis at the Western College of 
Veterinary Medicine. 

Dr. Ed Dubovi 
Dr. Dubovi is responsible for the Diagnostic Labor
atory at New York State College of Veterinary 
Medicine, Ithaca, New York. His research interests 
are in the area of BVD. 

Mr. Gordon Mitchell 
Mr. Mitchell is the Manager of Operations and 
Extensions for the Alberta Cattle Commission. 

Dr. Debbie Haines 
Dr. Haines is the laboratory supervisor for the 
diagnostic immunology lab at the Western College of 
Veterinary Medicine. 

Dr. Carl Hannigan 
A small animal clinician practicing in Calgary. Dr. 
Hannigan is an avid mountain climber. 

Ms. Gail Gravelines 
A VM A Communications Officer, editor of the A VMA 
Newsletter, draws on her experience as a print and 
broadcast journalist to offer tips on writing. 

Dr. (;ary Norsworthy 
Dr. Norsworthy is a clinician prachcmg in San 
Antonio, Texas. He has a special interest in feline 
medicine, and is currently writing a book on feline 
medicine. 

Mr. Will Toombs 
Mr. Toombs is an instructor at Lakeland College in 
Rehabilitation Services. 

Thank. You for attending 
the 1992 Mid Winter Conjerence 

• • • • • 
ADOiliONAI. INFORMATION 

FANTASYLAND HOTEL ROOM RATES: 
Prior to Dec. 30/91 

Superior Room: $79.00- Theme Room: $135.00 

After Dec. 30/91 
Superior Room: $118.00- Theme Room: $180.00 

Contact the hotel to reserve your room: 
Fantasyland Hotel 

17700- 87 Ave., Edmonton, Albertr·T5T 4V4 
Phone: 1-800-661-6454 

SPONSORS 

We are grateful to the following companies 
for sponsoring: 

Refreshment Breaks - President's Reception 
Casino - Golf Tournament - Hospitality Suite 

Austin Laboratories 
Ayerst Laboratories 

Bayvet (Haver/Cutter/Diamond Scientific) 
Boehringer Ingelheim (Canada) Ltd. 

CIBA-GEIGY Canada Ltd. 
Cooper's Agropharm Inc. 

Delibrex 
Fisons Corp. 

Hill's Pet Products 
Hoechst Canada Inc. 

Langford Laboratories Ltd. 
McCarthy and Sons Service 

MSD Agvet 
MTC Pharmaceuticals 

Pacific Veterinary Sales 
Prove!, A Division of Eli Lilly Cda. 

Rogar STB Animal Health Division, Pftzer Cda. 
Sanofi Animal Health 

Schering-Plough 
SmithKline Beecham 

Steere Enterprises 
Syntex Animal Health 

The Upjohn Company, Animal Health Division 
Vetrepharm Inc. 

W.D.D.C. 

A. V.M.A. 

*• .. f) 

MID· WINTER 
CONFERENCE 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 23rd, 1992 

TO 
SUNDAY, JANUARY 26th, 1992 

• • • 

, FANTASYI~AND HOTEL 
EDMQNTON, ALBERT A 

• • • 

CONTINlJIN(; EDlJCA TION 
COMMITTEE 

Dr. Steve Marsden 
Dr. Gerry Ollis 
Dr. Hans Flatla 

Dr. Sjoert Zuidhof 
Dr. Rod Niwa 
Dr. Doug Weir 
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Alberta Veterinary Medical Association 

To: Albena Veterinarians 

#1 00. 8615 - 149 Street. Edmonton. Alberta. Canada T5R 1 83 
Telephone: (403) 489-5007 Fax: (403) 484-8311 

December 2, 1991 

Dr. Ray Butler of the Western College of Veterinary Medicine recently requested permission 
from Council to involve some of our members in a continuing education survey that will study 
ways to improve participation in professional development programs. The research is being 
undertaken by a graduate student in the College of Education at the University of Saskatchewan 
to satisfy the requirements of a Master of Continuing Education Degree. 

Council supported the request, recognizing the relevance of educational studies for professions, 
such as ours, that are dedicated to the principle of life-long learning. 

Ray tells me that the research will involve detailed testing of newly developed theories on 
participation. A response rate of at least 60 per cent is needed to ensure the validity of the 
results. In addition, responses are to be received in Saskatoon no later than January 15, 1992. 

You will shortly be receiving a survey form in the mail. Would you please give this project your 
prompt attention? Those who are involved with the project are concerned about the hazards 
associated with Christmas mail. 

Your interest and support is needed and will certainly be appreciated. 

Best wishes to you and yours for a happy and prosperous 1992. 

I look forward to seeing you in Edmonton in January. 

Kind regards. 

GIL/ar 

Yours sincerely. 

Dr. G.I. Long 
President 

1992 AVMA Mid-Winter Conference 
Fantasy/and Hotel 

Edmonton 
January 23 to 26 



DEPARTMENT OF 
\AMUNICA TIONS. CONTINUING & 

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

December 11 , 1991 

Dear AVMA member: 

UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 

166 

SASKATOON CANAD, 
S7N OWO 
i3061 966-7549 
FAX ,3061 966-8719 

Further to Dr. Long's letter of December 2, 1991, the questionnaire on continuing 
veterinary education is enclosed. 

The purpose of the study is to investigate veterinarians' participation in continuing 
education and obtain information about he A.V.M.A. Mid-Winter conference to be held in 
Edmonton, January 23-26, 1992. If you have not received and read the conference 
brochure, please read the one attached then complete the questionnaire. 

You have my assurance that responses will be processed in such a manner that 
they will be kept anonymous. The identification number on the return envelope is needed 
to identify those who return their questionnaires and need not be contacted again. Please 
be assured that only aggregated data will be reported in the thesis and subsequent 
reports and publications. 

I ask your co-operation in returning the questionnaire as quickly as possible. A 
stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience. Your co-operation will 
assure the study's success and is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Baiyin Yang 
Graduate Student 

Enclosure 



DEPARTMENT OF 
111UNICATIONS, CONTINUING & 
IOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

January 10, 1992 

Dear AVMA Member, 

UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 

167 

SASKATOON. CANADA 
S7N OWO 
(306) 966-7549 
FAX (306) 966-8719 

In December '91 you received a questionnaire from Baiyin Yang, 
a graduate student at the University of Saskatchewan, who is 
conducting a study of factors influencing the participation of AVMA 
members in continuing professional education. You may have already 
responded to this request. If so this letter is redundant and we 
thank you very much for your interest and support. 

We recognized that mid-December was perhaps, the worst 
possible time to request the assistance of veterinary 
practitioners. Despite this we are pleased that almost 50 percent 
of the questionnaires had been returned by January 8, 1992. 

We are writing to you in the hope that you are a little less 
busy at this time and that you might now be able to participate in 
the study. It is important for the validity of the study that the 
highest possible response rate be achieved. Please complete the 
questionnaire whether or not you plan to attend the AVMA Mid-Winter 
conference in Edmonton January 23-26, '92. 

Your interest and support for this important continuing 
education project is greatly appreciated. A second copy of the 
questionnaire and a stamped addressed envelope for its return are 
attached. 

Thank you for your time and co~operation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ray S. Butler 
Director 
Continuing Veterinary Education 
Section 
Western College of Veterinary Medicine 

RSB/AB/yf 

Adrian Blunt 
Associate Professor, 
Continuing Education, 
College of Education 
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This questionnaire has been designed to investigate veterinarians' 
participation in continuing education and to obtain information about the 
Alberta Veterinary Medical Association Mid-Winter Conference to be held 
in Edmonton, January 23-26, 1992. 

Please answer the following questions and attitude items frankly. 
When the questionnaire is completed, return it in the envelope provided. 

Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated. 

I. Please read the following statements and indicate your personal 
response on the adjective scale. For each item below, place an X in the 
appropriate space on the line. 

II. 

My oyerall expectatjons of the A.V.M.A. Mid-Winter conference 
to 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 

Please 

be held in Edmonton in January 1992 are that it will be: 

Interesting 
Important 
Valuable 
Pleasing 
Positive 

Beneficial 
Affordable 

Good 

. . . . . . 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-. . . . . . -·-·-·-·-·-·-. . . . . . -·-·-·-·-·-·-. . . . . 

-·-·-·-·-·-. . . . . . -·-·-·-·-·-·-. . . . . . -·-·-·-·-·-·-. . . . . . -·-·-·-·-·-·-. . . . . . 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Boring 
Trivial 
Worthless 
Annoying 
Negative 
Detrimental 
Costly 
Bad 

attend: 
circle the number which best reflects your INTENTI 0 N to 

1. AVMA Mid-Winter Conference Jan 23-26 '92 in Edmonton: 

definitely plan 
to attend 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 definitely do not 
Rl.an to attend 

2. AVMA Mid-Winter Conference next year(1993): 

definitely plan 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 definitely do not 
to attend Rlan to attend 

III. When did you receive the D. V. M. degree (or equivalent)? 19 

IV. When did you become a member of the A. V. M. A.? 19 

V. In the past five years, how many AVMA Mid-Winter Conferences 
have you attended? (Please place an X beside the years you attended) 

1987 
1988 
1989 

Feb. 4-6 
Jan. 27-29 
Feb. 1-4 

Banff 
Edmonton 
Calgary 

1 

1990 
1991 

Jan. 17-20 Kananaskis 
Feb. 3-5 Calgary 
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VI. The following section focuses on CONSEQUENCES that might result 
from your participation in the AVMA Jan. '92 Mid-Winter conference. Two 
questions are asked: · 

A. What is the LIKELIHOOD that the consequence would occur if you 
were to participate? 

Extremely likely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely unlikely 

B. How IMPORTANT do you think each of the consequences is for you? 

Very important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not important 

Please respond to the two questions in each item by referring to the scales 
above and selecting an appropriate number. 

EXAMPLE: If you think consequence # 1 has a slight likelihood of 
occurring, you would rate it 3 on the first scale; if it is high I u 
i moo rt ant to you, you would rate it 1 on the second scale.This 
eHample is shown below. 

The consequence is: How likely? How important? 
1. markedly improye the quality of 

my yeterinary seryice 

Participating in tbis conference will: 

1. markedly improve the quality of 

my veterinary service 

2. enable me to learn a great deal 

of new professional knowledge 

_3_ 

How likely is 
it to happen? 

3. result in me gaining more professional prestige 

4. allow me to share ideas with peers 

5. substantially improve my veterinary income 

6. be extremely releyant to my~ 

7. provide me with practical information 

8. meet my personal professional 

development priorities 

9. be an opportunity to attend an excellent conference 

10. result in substantial expense 

11. seriously conflict with my work schedule 

12. be easy for me because of its convenient location 

2 

_1 

How important 
is it to you? 
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VI I. Please indicate the extent to which the following groups are 
supportive of your participation in the A VMA Jan '92 conference. 

A. How LIKELY is it that each group 'would expect you to participate? 

Extremely likely 1 2 3 4 5 7 Extremely unlikely 

B. What is the IMPORTANCE you place on their expectations? 

Very important 1 2 3 4 5 7 Not important 

For each set of items below, please indicate your answers by selecting the 
appropriate number. 

The reference groups 

1. My CLIENTS would want me 

to attend the conference. 

2. My COLLEAGUES AT WORK think 

I should attend the conference. 

3. My FhMILY thinks I should attend 

the conference 

4. My FELLOW VETERINARIANS would 

How likely 
is it? 

like me to register for the conference. 

5. MOST PEOPLE WflO ARE IMPORTANT TO ME in 
· my personal life think that I should 

attend the conference 

How important 
is it to you? 

VIII. 1. Do you feel that you have a PERSONAL OBLIGATION to attend this 
conference? (Please circle one number) 

Strongly feel that 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 No, I do not feel that 
I ought to attend I ought to attend 

2. To what extent are you willing to attend the conference because 
you feel OBLIGATED to? (Please circle one number) 

Very willing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not at all willing. 

IX. How likely is it that you will attend the following local meetings? 
Definitely plan Definitely do ~ct 

to attend plan to at~enc. 

1. Calgary chapter meeting Feb. '92: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. Calgary chapter meeting Mar. '92: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. Edmonton chapter meeting Feb. I 92: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. Edmonton chapter meeting Mar. '92: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3 
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X. In the following section you are asked first to rank the IMPORTANCE 
of certain factors by l, l,, and l respectively, and then to COMPARE these 
factors. Since ranking and then comparing the items is a two step process 
we ask that you first carefully review the example below. 

EXAMPLE. If you think the factor acgyire new information is the most 
important of the three, rank the factor 1. I f you think share ideas with 

~is the second most important factor rank it 2. Therefore improve 

my wodc is the third most important and wo.uld be ranked 3, as shown 
below. 

FACTORS RANK ORDER 
Ql (A) improve my work _3_ 
Q2 (B) acquire new information - 1 -
03 (C) share ideas with peers -2 -

Then you are asked to compare these factors. 
If you think factor (B), i.e. rank item #1, is much more imoortant 

than factor (C) rank item 2, you could rate it as 3. Further if you think 
factor (B) is eHtremely imoortant in comparison to (A), rank item #3, 
then it would be rated 1. Finally, if you think factor (C), rank item #2 
is only slightly more imoortant than (R), then it could be rated 5 as 
shown below. 

eHtremely equally 
Important important 

04 Rank #1 compared to #2 is 1 2 

~ 
4 5 6 7 

05 Rank #1 compared to #3 is @ 2 4 5 6 7 

Q6 Rank #2 compared to #3 is 1 2 3 4 @ 6 7 

1. Please rank the IMPORTANCE of the following factors by 1, 2, 3 
respectively as they affect your decision to attend. 

FACTORS RANK ORDER 
1.1 (A) your personal attitude toward the program 

1.2 (B) influence of other important people 

1.3 (C) anticipated circumstances<things that may interfere) 

Next, please COMPARE these factors by circling an appropriate 

extremely 
important 

1.4 Rank #1 compared to i2 is 1 2 3 4 5 

1.5 Rank 11 compared to f3 is 1 2 3 4 5 

1.6 Rank 12 compared to #3 is 1 2 3 4 5 

4 

number. 

equally 
important 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 
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2. Please rank the IMPORTANCE of the following factors by 1, 2, 3 

respectively as they affect your decision. to attend. 
FACTORS RANK ORDER 

2.1 (A) releyance of the program 

2.2 (B) benefits that the program will bring about 

2.3 (C) the gpality of the program 

Next, please COMPARE these factors by circling an 
extremely 
important 

2.4 Rank fl compared to 12 is 1 2 3 

2.5 Rank tl compared to #3 is 1 2 3 

2.6 Rank #2 compared to 13 is 1 2 3 

appropriate number. 

equally 
important 

4 5 6 7 

4 5 6 7 

4 5 6 7 

3. Please rank the IMPORTANCE of the following influential groups 
by 1, 2, 3 respectively as they affect your decision to attend. 

FACTORS RANK ORDER 
3.1 (A) your family members 

3.2 (B) people in your workplace 

3.3 (C) fellow veterinarians in the AVMA 

Next, please COMPARE these factors by circling an appropriate number. 

extremely equally 
important important 

3.4 Rank fl compared to 42 is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3.5 Rank fl compared to 13 is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3.6 Rank t2 compared to 13 is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. Please rank the IMPORTANCE of the following factors by 1, 2, and 
3 respectively as they affect your decision to attend. 

FACTORS RANK ORDER 
4.1 (A) ~ required to attend 

4.2 (B) .c..o..s.t. of attendance 

4.3 (C) distance to travel 

Next, please COMPARE these factors by circling an appropriate number. 

extremely equally 
important important 

4.4 Rank 11 compared to 12 is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4.5 Rank tl compared to 13 is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4.6 Rank 12 compared to 13 is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5 
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S. Please rank the IMPORTANCE of the following factors by 1, 2, and 

3 respectively as they affect your decision to attend. 

FACTORS RANK ORDER 
5.1 (A) your personal situation 

5.2 (B) supportive factors from your family 

5.3 (C) supportive factors from the workplace 

Next, please COMPARE these factors by circling an appropriate number. 

extremely equally 
important important 

5.4 Rank #1 compared to #2 is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5.5 Rank tl compared to 13 is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5.6 Rank f2 compared to t3 is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

XI. This part of the form is designed to improve our understanding of the 
demographics of continuing education participation. 

1 . Your year of birth is? 19_ and you are female male 

2. Which one of the following classifications best describes your position? 

___ . solo practitioner 
locum 

___ principal in a group practice 
___ partner in a group practice 
___ employee in a group practice other -------------------

(please specify) 

3. Your position as a veterinarian is? __ part-time full-time 
If part-time, what percentage of time do you 
spend in veterinary practice? % 

4. What is your estimated gross personal income from VETERINARY 
PRACTICE before paying tax for 1991? 

___ under $15,000 
$15,000 to $24,999 

_ $25,000 to $34,999 
___ $35,000 to $44,999 
___ $45,000 to $54,999 

5. During the last 5 years, have you 

$55,000 to $64,999 
--- $65,000 to $74,999 

$75,000 to $84,999 
$85,000 to $94,999 

--- $95,000 to $105,000 
---over $105,000 

5.1 chaired a conference or professional meeting? ___ yes 

5.2 served as an elected or appointed official in 

no 

a veterinary association? ___ yes no 

5.3 been elected to a municipal council, school board, 
community association or other public board? _ yes no 

5.4 served other professional or community service? 
<please specify) 

6 

___ yes no 
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